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Administration announces policy for handling recruiting disruptions
of suspension is from
campus used for employment interviews;
The
administration
Boston College has announced a activities or from the entire intentional obstruction of
policy of "administrative campus. The student will be ordinary discourse by persons
suspension" to attempt to deal informed that the University involved in or making use of
with threatened student Conduct Board will be convened placement facilities by loud and
a
of
five raucous noises and shouting;
period
disruptions coinciding with the within
October 18th resumption of days . the suspended student unauthorized presence in facilities
may be considered a trespasser." being used for employment
military recruiting on campus.
The administration has not interviews."
The policy is contained in a
memorandum drawn up by the decided whether it will resort to
Outside legal aid, however,
Office of Student Affairs to the use of outside police to break thought that although it was clear
restate present university policy up any disruption of recruiting. that the injunction would not
and released to The Heights Dr. Mclntyre told The Heights, apply if none of the named six
Friday by Dr. James P. Mclntyre, however, that "the university will were present at a disruption, there
Vice-President for Student take any means necessary to was nothing to prevent a judge
Affairs.
It
authorizes
the preserve the rights of students to from accusing people of violating
suspension of a student "when the get to see military recruiters." He the court's decree. In such a case,
President or his delegate has added that a decision would be though, it would almost certainly
reasonable cause to believe that a made this week on methods of be dismissed at the court hearing,
student has perpetrated a major handling any disturbance. But if he said.
was
present
violation of University Policy and students persisted in disrupting
The
crisis
will persist in this violation if even after they had been precipitated when the Placement
permitted to remain on suspended, Mclntyre saw two Bureau announced in August that
campus
." The administrative alternatives: "We could go the military recruiters would resume
suspension may be invoked only injunction route, either their visits to the campus after a
"in those situations where the re-invoking the old injunction if a 15-month moratorium. Edward
university officials have exhausted connection between the previous Hanrahan, S.J. told The Heights
all their internal resources to and the present groups (or last April that the moratorium
restore order and said student
involved students) could be was prompted because of student
refuses to cease and desist from proved, or getting a new one; or actions in the spring of 1970
disrupting the normal functioning we could deal with it civilly (Ed. which resulted in a seven-week
of
the university and its note: seeking arrests on student strike, the trashing and
trespassing charges)."
activities."
ouster of ROTC, and the breaking
Phil Burling, a lawyer in the up of attempts by military
At a meeting with a group of
students last week, Connie firm Foley, Hoag, and Elliot, agencies to recruit on campus at
Hassett, the administrative which handles the university's
assistant to Dr. Mclntyre, and legal matters, has informed
Edward Hanrahan, S.J., dean of administration officials that if the
students, emphasized that the six students named on the
summary, injunction awarded to university
administrative, or
suspension "in no way jeopardizes officials after the disruption of
academis statis in the university," Air Force civilian recruiting at
and stated that "no official notice Alumni Hall last December have
of this type of suspension is made nothing to do with any illegal BY ROBERT BEST
activities,
on the student's permanent record anti-recruiting
the
At their meeting last Tuesday,
card." Hanrahan said that a injunction cannot be re-invoked. the University Budget Committee
process of three steps must be The final decree granted on unanimously approved the
followed before the suspension is February 24, 1971, by Middlesex security demands submitted by
Office.
The
legal: "The student must first be Superior Court ordered that "the the
Housing
warned that he is in violation of named respondents (six students Committee subsequently
university policy; later, he or she named) and those acting in presented the security package to
must
again be warned that concert with them are enjoined President Seavey Joyce, S.J., who
administrative suspension and commanded to desist and approved the proposal.
procedures are being initiated; refrain from preventing applicants
The Budget Committee is
lastly, a writ of suspension is and employers from conducting composed of Dr. James Mclntyre,
handed down, declaring that the employment placement interviews Vice-President for Student
student has been summarily on the Boston College campus by Affairs; Richard
Olsen,
the
suspended for
the included obstructive behavior including but executive
assistant
to
the
reasons, effective immediately. not limited to: blocking ingress President; John Smith, the
The writ will specify whether the and egress from facilities being Financial Vice-President: Charles
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least twice. Civilian recruiters
visited the campus looking for
students to work in logistical and
research capacities in the Air
Force last December 2nd, but
were prevented from doing so by
a group of students. Scheduled
recruiting by the Naval Aviation
Corps last April 29th and 30th
was cancelled because of the
"threat of violence."
If military recruiters were
banned from campus, Boston
College would lose approximately
$1.2
million because of the
Defense Act of 1970 which
prohibits the Department of
appropriating
Defense
from
research grants to universities
banning the military. If BC lost
the Defense research grants,
however, its net loss would
actually be about one-sixth of
amount
according to
that
Mclntyre since most of the funds
appropriated for the salaries of
personnel and research equipment
that would not be needed if there
were no defense research here.
Dr. Mclntyre agreed with
President
told
Joyce who
members of the Undergraduate
Government last
week that
"money is not the major issue"
surrounding military recruiting.

Mclntyre saw the main issue
involved as the "principle of an
open campus" which is present
university policy. The job of the
student affairs office is to
"maintain the proper climate for
the functioning of the university,"
Mclntyre said. "I don't have the
luxury of saying 'yes' or 'no' on
the issue; my job is making
recruiting possible."
As of press time, the US Navy
is scheduled to recruit students
for military positions in the Navy
starting Monday, October 18th, at
9:00 am. The US Marine Corps is
also
scheduled
to
recruit
beginning October 26th. Civilian
recruiters from the Air Force and
Navy will be on campus December
2nd to recruit students for war
research and logistical support.
Anti-recruiting demonstrations
are presently being organizedby a
wide range of campus groups.
Students and faculty members
have applied for a demonstration
permit along Commonwealth
Avenue for Monday morning.
Present plans include a mass to be
celebrated somewhere in the
vicinity of Alumni Hall by a group
of Jesuits and mass picketing in
front of Alumni Hall by students
and faculty.

University Budget Committee
approves security package

Guards are now stationed at middle campus gates. Photo: Dave Biohm

Donovan Senior Vice-President
and Dean of Faculties; Jack
Danehy, Budget Director; Richard
Huber, Dean of the Law School;
Richard Hughes, Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences;
Vincent Harrington, associate
professor of Business Law; and
students Pat Hanehan and Jim
Giarrusso. The approved proposal
consisted
of the following
recommendations:
"1. The door locks and alarms
be installed at a tentative cost of
$31,993 with the understanding
that attempts will be made by the
Director of Housing and Director
of Physical Plant to reduce the
total estimated cost. With the
installation of the new locks, a
key penalty, the cost to be
established by the Director of
Housing, be implemented.
2. The window locks and
improved sliding glass door locks
be installed at a tentative cost of
$3400 with the understanding
that attempts will be made to
reduce the total estimated cost;
3. The lighting for South
Street buildings be installed at a
tentative cost of $5526 with the
understanding that attempts will
be made to reduce the total
estimated cost;
4. The first aid kits be
provided for the resident staff at
an estimated cost of 5432; and
5. A tentative appropriation of
$66,150
be
reserved
for
implementation of a security
guard, receptionist, and intercom

Classified ads

system."
Joyce restricted any
commitment of funds until the
comprehensive program is
approved by both Dr. Mclntyre
and
Dr.
Alice
Jeghelian,
Affirmative
Action Director.
Mclntyre and Jeghelian will
prepare a detailed
recommendation on
internal
dormitory security.
A time estimate for the
program's implementation was
established by the Housing Office.
The crash bar alarms to be
installed on all entrances except
the main ones will be installed
within a period of seven weeks,
taking 30 days for delivery and
approximately two weeks for
installation. A two-key system
would be initiated under which
the keys to individual dorm rooms
would not be interchangeable
with the keys for dorm entrances.
The installation
of movable
cylinder locks would take
approximately 60 days from the
date of the final approval. The
window locks and the sliding glass
door locks would be available in
about 30 days and could be
installed in an additional 15.
The plan for intercoms in the
female and coeducational dorms
and for guards, receptionists, and
switchboard attendants will be
worked out on a dorm-to-dorm
basis by Director of Housing
Duffy and Drs. Mclntyre and
Jeghelian working in conjunction
with resident students and RA's.
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News Briefs
The war, the war
Daniel Berrigan's play "The
Trial of the Catonsville 9" will be
presented
on the dustbowl,
Monday, October 18th, at noon.
The
is
presentation
being
sponsored by the University
Chaplain's Office, the Student
Activities Office, PULSE, and the
Program for the Study of War and
Peace. It is free, of course.

Hot rats
"The Little Foxes" by Lillian
Hellman will be presented at 8:00
pm October 13 to 16 at the
Boston University Theatre, 164
Huntington Avenue. James
Malcolm, assistant professor of
theatre arts at Boston University,

will direct the production.
Tickets for the production are
$2, $1.50, and $1. The box office
number is 353?3392.

Flicks
Weekend
Series is
motion pictures on
weekends (Fridays at 7:30 pm
and Saturdays at 7:00 and 9:00
pm, unless otherwise stated), in
McGuinn Auditorium.' Scheduled
for unreeling on
upcoming
weekends are:
"The
Seven"
Magnificent
October B?9; admission .50
Genesis IV October 14.
admission $1.50 with BC I.D. 7 &
9:30 pm.Higgins 304
Genesis IV October 15-16 7 &
9:30 pm. McGuinn Auditorium
October
22-23
"Bullitt"
Admission .50
"Witchcraft Through the Ages"
October 29-30 admission .50
"Wait Until Dark" November
5?6 Admission .50

The

sponsoring

Flacks
The following films in the 14

Flicks Plus Seven will be shown
on Monday afternoons at 4:00 pm
in Lyons Hall, Room 209 and

Monday evenings at 7:30 pm in
McGuinn Auditorium, for an
admission charge of .50:
"Fires on the Plain" (Kon
Ichikawa) October 18
(Luis
"Nazarin"
Bunuel)
November 1

Murder
"The
Murder
of
Fred
Hampton" will be shown on
Thursday, October 14th, at 3:00
pm in McGuinn Auditorium.
Admission is free. The showing is
sponsored by Professor Dan
Rohrer and the Freedom of
Speech and the Press class.

Get the gooks
"The Green Berets" a motion
picture starring John Wayne, will

be shown in McGuinn Auditorium
on November 14th at 7:30 and
9:30 pm. Admission will be .50.

No tuition hikes
The Free University of the
courses
in
offering
Fens,
Nonviolent Social Change;

Contemplation and Subversion;
Liberation; Christianity, Marxism,
and Change; Siddhartha (Herman n
Hesse)
and
The Cost of
Discipleship (Dietrich
Bonhoeffer): Two Views; The
Third
World
and
Global
Awareness; and Exploring
Sexuality, has opened its doors
for the fall semester. Persons
interested in taking courses should
get in contact with the Campus
Ministry at 68 St. Stephen Street,

Boston, 266-4457.

People's music
On Wednesdays, October 13th,
27th, November 10th, 17th, and
December Ist and Bth, at 4:10 pm
in Paine Hail, Music Building,
Harvard University will present
Professor J.H. Nketia, Director of
the Institute of African Studies at
the University of Ghana, in a
series of lectures on the Sociology
of African Music. Mr. Nketia is
Visiting Professor of Music at
Harvard University on the Horatio
Fund
for
Appleton Lamb
1971?72 and his lecture series
will be known as the Horatio
Appleton Lamb Lectures.
October 13: Musical Cultures of
Africa
October 27: Performing Groups
and Their Music
November 10: Recruitment and
Training of Musicians
November 17: Interaction
Through Music
December 1: The Conventions of
Traditional Musical Practice
December 8: Continuity and
Change in African Music
All are free and open to the
public.

Frigid

..

Food Fair" on Friday, October
15th, sponsored by the School of
Nursing. The luncheon will help
raise money for the school's needs
and expenses. So give us your
tired, your poor, your hungry

SOM piece

secrets of the Caribbean," contact

1-212-973-6330.

Lackey
The Undergraduate
Government is seeking to employ

Mayday and the People's
undergraduate to Coalition for Peace and Justice
SOM Honors Program begins work in the field of institutional have announced a national action
its seminar series with an and governmental fund-raising. for Washington, D.C., to both
informative lecture and movie The purpose of this job is to "evict Nixon" and "mourn all of
presentation on the Peace Corps. explore the opportunities for the dead." The calendar is shaping
The program will be delivered by securing extra-campus funding of up as follows:
Seth Kurn, Peace Corps selected student activities
October 22-24: A People's
administrator and former programs. Salary is flexible but Grand Jury will be convened to
fieldworker in South America. excellent for Work-Study take testimony on the war,
The program is open to the entire qualifiers.
racism, and sexism. National
community and will be held
Those interested should Educational Television (NET) has
Monday, October 18th, at 7:30 contact Tom Graham or Tim agreed to televise the proceedings
Anderson at extension 569 or of the Grand Jury.
pm in Higgins 304.
570, or at 965-1789 at night.
October 25: Madame Binh will
telephone Nixon and ask him to
stop the war.
October 26: On this national
The Math Club will meet on
day of mourning, the Executive
Steve Nelson, a candidate for Offices
Thursday, October 14th, at 4:00
must be closed. We will
pm in Carney 307. Professor mayor of Cambridge, will throw a march from everywhere to close
Martin Freedman of BU will speak bash on Tuesday, October 19th, them.
on "How to Compare Infinite starting at 8:00 pm in the George
Washington Ballroom of the
Sets."
Sheraton Commander Hotel, at 16
Garden Street in Cambridge.
exceptional

Set-envy

Politik

Again

Rags

Drop dead

The Museum of Fine Arts
formally opens its new textile
gallery with an exhibition of
Gustav Mahler's Symphony
"Textile Treasures" including 28 No.
2,
"The
Resurrection
of the finest examples of textile Symphony " will be performed by
art from the weaving centers of the Boston University Symphony
the world, on view now through and Chorus, Walter Eisenberg
December sth. The Museum of conducting, October 21st, 8 pm,
Fine Arts is located at 465 at Boston University's Hayden
Huntington Avenue in Boston, Hall. The performance is free and
near Northeastern University. Call open to the public.
267-9300, extensions 220 and

221, for details.

Hot chicks

Sure

Hot rocks?

Raboova!

Hoopsters

1971.

Convention

registration

opens in the hotel lobby Friday at
10:00 am. For further
information
write
to
The
Association of Arab-American
University Graduates, P.O. Box
85, North Dartmouth, Mass.
02747, or call 994-2235.

Eat it
Let's get everybody cooking"
is the theme and the dustbowl will
be the location of a "Foreign

STYLUS
DEADLINE
OCTOBER 22
(McElroy 119)

Evict Nixon

a qualified graduate student or an

The following organizations are
scheduled to be on campus to
Two leading advocates of the recruit students:
women's liberation movement,
October 18: Peace Corps,
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
Gloria
a
Steinem,
liberal Catholic University Law School,
of
Butcher-Workmen
North journalist, and Dorothy Pitman,
US Navy
America, AFL-CIO, and George
beautiful Saul
October 19: Peace Corps, US
Basley, member of the Socialist "the black,
Alinsky," will appear on the Ford Navy
Workers Party willparticipate in a
Hall Forum platform to discuss
October 21: American General
discussion of Nixon's wage freeze
"Women's Liberation," Sunday, Life Insurance
at the Militant Labor Forum, 295
October 17th at 8:00 pm. A
October 26: US Marine Corps
Huntington Avenue, Room 307,
donation will be asked at the
October 28: US Marine Corps,
8:00
at
pm on Friday, October
door.
Law
School Information Day,
15.
Northeastern Mutual Life
Insurance
October
29:
Washington
University Graduate Business
Miss Puerto Rico 1971 is Programs
The Association of
coming to New York City starting
Arab-American University
October 13th for
days to
Graduates will hold its Fourth "promote travel to five
Puerto
Rico
Annual Convention at the Boston
and the Caribbean." Rico finished
Sheraton Plaza Hotel in Copley
third in the Miss Universe contest.
Registration for
freshman
Square, October 29, 30, and 31,
For visits "to find out about the basketball will be held October

Panelists David Deitch, Globe
John
columnist,
Economics
Mitchell, Representative of the

18-20th from 3-5 pm in the
intramural office. Tryouts are
scheduled for October 21st at
5:30 pm in Roberts Center.

A

demonstration has been

scheduled for Newton on October
13th The march is scheduled to.

start from eight points, including

Waban Square, Meadowbrook
Parking Lot, Eliot Church, the
corner of Commonwealth and
Washington, Commonwealth
Avenue near BC, and the corner
of Watertown and Walnut Streets
at 12:30. On the Newton Center
green, residents may join in
discussion groups about the war,
draft, economy, etc. In case of
rain, the march will go on.

STRIKE?!
The Boston College Coalition
Against the War has called a
university-wide "Day of Peace"
for Wednesday, October 13th.
Seminars and teach-ins on the
Indochina War and military
recruiting will be conducted by
students and faculty during the
morning. At noon, a mass for
peace will be celebrated on the
dustbowl. A large anti-war rally is
scheduled to commence on the
dustbowl, with speakers Howard
Zinn and Daniel Ellsberg (the
M.I.T. professor who leaked the
Pentagon Papers), at 1:00 pm-.
Members of the Berrigan Defense
Committee will conduct seminars
on the Berrigans and the Catholic
Left.
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judical eeting
pPcreoobsdtnteUadASm
BY MARY LOU DOHERTY
Academic
University
The

Senate (UAS) is scheduled to
meet October 14 at 7:30 p.m. in
McGuinn Auditorium to discuss
the proposed University judicial
code. According to Executive
Committee
Member
Harold
Petersen, the fate of the proposed
code was uncertain; although he
said some action will definitely be
taken.
Many senators insisted at the
UAS Round Hill meeting on the
urgency of passing a judicial code
that could be used to deal with
any possible problems arising
from the resumption of military
recruiting on campus October
18th. The need for an injunction
against disruption of recruiting

would thus be eliminated.
students act immediately on the
The judicial code itself is judicial code, even if it might not
presently being considered by the be initiated at the October 14th
Professional Standards Committee meeting.
of the UAS who will present it at
Another topic that might be
the October
14th meeting. discussed at the senate meeting is
Senator Jeff Roche, a student the proposed UAS constitution.
member of the committee, had The original proposal presented
urged the inclusion of provisions for the first time last April and
in the judicial code to deal with again at the Round Hill meeting is
administrative incompetence. now undergoing revision by an ad
Such provisions can only be hoc committee composed of
presented at the senate meeting. Senators Brazier, Fabens, and
UGBC
President Timothy Flynn.
Anderson and the Undergraduate
Senator Fabens explained that
Government, after discussing the the committee has not yet taken
judicial code last week, urged that
all UGBC representatives talk to
their constituents and inform
them of the coming decision on
the code. Anderson urged that

any definitive action but does
hope to present the UAS with a
unified document and a listing of
proposed
The
amendments.
committee itself will determine
which revisions are included in the
text of the constitution presented
to the UAS. Senator Fabens
that
thought
inclusion
of
amendments in the text presented
to the UAS would not influence
its final decision. Senator Fabens
did not know which of the
alternatives offered for
the
student-administration-facu 1ty
ratio would be presented to the

.

senate with the constitution.
(Presently, the ration of students
to administrators to faculty on
the UAS is one to one to two.)
One of the alternatives proposed
by students on the UAS would
shift the student-administrationfaculty representation to two to
one to two. He concluded that the
primary
function
of
the
committee is to propose a
constitution
which
requires
debate "not on the details of
wording, but just substantive

issues."

Air Force recruiting
attempt fails
McElroy "somewhat bitterly," in
Air Force Systems Command the words of witnesses, when a
recruiters left McElroy foyer at faculty member suggested that his
noon last Thursday, October 7th, continued presence might lead to
after their apparently a disruption and asked him to
unauthorized appearance at the leave. Edward McNulty, a 1945
Civil Service Career Day raised the - Boston College graduate and
prospect of a disruption. The special agent for the FBI in
civilian Air Force personnel were Boston, said, "If I'm not wanted
distributing information about job here, I have better things to
I came here as an invited
openings in Air Force research, do
development, intelligence, and guest." Fr. Hanrahan pointed out
analysis.
that the faculty member involved
The Ah Force personnel told did not speak for the university,
The Heights that a "consensus" but only for himself.
had been reached between Dean
of Students Edward Hanrahan,
Director
of
Student
S.J.,
Activities Albert Jacobbe, and the
recruiters that the best interests of
everyone would be served if they BY JOHN WOLFE
left. Although they had been
listed as ESD, or Electronic
On Thursday, October 7,
Systems Division, Hanscom Field, Winter Soldier Investigation II
on a letter containing the list of began in Faneuil Hall, Boston. For
agencies involved in the Civil the next three days over 30 men,
Service Career Day, the Ah Force most of them veterans of the war
representatives admitted that they in Indochina, presented
had not been actually invited.
experiences, opinions and ideas
The Placement Office and the concerning their negative
Office of Student Affairs claim positions towards the war.
that they were unaware of any
A panel of young veterans
connection between ESD and the representing the four branches of
U.S. Ah Force and were caught the armed services sat amid
off guard when the connection television cameras and lights in
became clear. Connie Hassett, front of a sparse audience
administrative assistant to Vice composed primarily of young
President for Student Affairs people and reporters.
for the first hour and a half of
James P. Mclntye, told The
Heights that "we were absolutely the proceedings the general topic
astounded to discover that the was the air war in Cambodia, Laos
military were here ... we had no and Vietnam. Eight members of
knowledge of this and we were the panel told the audience of
discussing military recruiting with their duties and observations
the students in good faith while serving as intelligence
assuming that there would be no officers, pilots and strategists for
recruiting except on the already air strikes. Six of the eight related,
published date." She also said that in military terminology, their
the same Air Force people were positions and the equipment used
scheduled to be at BC on in Indochina. Only two of the
December 2nd.
eight appendixed detailed
Fr. Hanrahan said that the Air accounts with personal feelings.
One of these was Fred
Force group was the same as
"those who were here in the Branfman, Project Air War and
fall
and it was at this former IVS volunteer in Laos. He
particular time that they were mentioned that the American
disrupted and the superior court public did not realize that the air
gave us an injunction with very war has been going on in Laos for
restricted guidelines." Until the seven years. Branfman, who
appearance of the Air Force last speaks Laotian, told how he and a
week, no recruiters connected journalist
friend
interviewed
with the armed forces had been several Laotians concerning the
on campus since last year's bombing. One Laotian peasant
told them how they were bombed
disruption.
Federal
The
Bureau
of every day until their village was
lnTCStigati»n''s * representative-4eft- \u25a0*te>t#Ry--des*re>yed-j«-A^ter»tf»s»-fch*y«

BY PHIL ARMSTRONG

...

Air Force civilian recruiter in McElroy Friday morning, photo: Don Miller.

?Winter Soldiers? tell of Indochina air

..

war

lived in the forests. When the faces; not just a body count."
civilians. Lewis told the audience
forests were destroyed they
Sgt. Mike Lewis, USAF, 12th, that when the bomb crews were

resorted to caves and waited for
the bombing to cease sometimes
not seeing the sun for as long as
three months. The peasant also
told them of the horrors of
napalm and how it had left its
mark on several members of the
village.
Branfman commented on the
extravagant number of Laotians
killed by the bombing. He said the
one thing he learned from his
experience in Laos was that the
people there were real human
beings "people with names and

reconnaisance and intelligence
squadron spoke of his part in
supplying information to
headquarters regarding
target
zones. He explained that through
the use of infra red film, regular
and color photographs, radar and
other devices he was to locate
target zones to be bombed from
the air. Often, he said, it was
impossible to distinguish definite
coordinates in the jungles and
other areas. His team could not
determine whether or not the area
was inhabited by the enemy or

told targets were not available the
crews asked for areas "possibly"
inhabited by the enemy. When
these coordinates (which initially
were unacceptable as targets) were
obtained
the
bomb
crews
defoliated and depopulated the
areas regardless of whether or not
the inhabitants were civilians.
continued
Proceedings
at
Faneuil Hall through Thursday,
Friday and Saturday with guest
Senators
speakers
including
Kennedy and McGovern.

Priorities Committee opposed
being ?glorified cost cutters?
BY PHIL ARMSTRONG
The Priorities Committee held
an open hearing in McGuinn
Auditorium
last
Wednesday,
October 6, to answer questions
relevant to its interim report to
the president. Dean of Faculties
Charles Donovan, S.J., chairman
of the Priorities Committee,
described the purpose of the
hearing as to offer to the entire
university "the possibility of a
discussion" of the report which
has been shared with the faculty
at the faculty convocation and
with the rest of the community
through the written report.
According to Donald White.

committee\u25a0 was organized by the
president and charged with the
task of decreasing expenditures by
15% over the next three years.
White reiterated the opposition of
the committee to being "just
glorified cost cutters." although,
he continued, "it does appear
money will be scarce."
Fr. Donovan attributed the
poor turnout to over-acceptance
and the lack of controversy
surrounding
committee,
the
"Either we are so accepted
or
we all may be wrong and nobody
cares... 1 think we are not
exactly a controversial group at
this point." He also expressed
dismay at the lack of controversy
.aittoujiiiia** Jha .mdiw vi c edtw

...

.

.

to

resulting, in his words, in a failure
to air the issues raised by it.
The lack of community at B.C.
was treated at some length. The
inadequacy of Lyons Cafeteria
and the Commuters Lounge for
attracting commuters as well as
the lack of integration of
commuter and resident student
and of academic and social life
were debated. Donald MacLean,
S.J., spoke of developing "the
library as something other than a
mausoleum ... as a comfortable
place for the students." Fr.
MacLean addressed himself also to
the spiraling of tuition costs: "I
think a bigger problem is how you
are going to keep it at $2500.
Where-is-the breaking point?" - \u25a0
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EDITORIAL

Our Conscience
On October 18, 1971, at 8:00 am, recruiters from the
United States Navy will approach the front door of Alumni
Hall in Brighton. This will mark the first time in 10 months
that attempts will be made by the military to recruit
Boston College students on the Boston College campus.
Such attempts have been met with, disruptions in the past,
and it is likely that Monday's activities will follow a similar

The New Injustice

pattern.

Much too simply put, the advocates of bn-campus
military recruiting hold that it is the responsibility of this
Jesuit institution to guarantee and protect the right of BC
students to meet military recruiters on campus. They opine
that the principles of academic freedom are not only at
stake, but the very right of free speech is in question if
anti-war dissidents succeed in disrupting things Monday.
The view from the other side contends that the right of
people to meet with whomever they wish is secondary to
the necessity of preventing Boston College from in any way
complying with a war they consider immoral.
Proponents of each position appear to present a case
which boxes the impartial observer into a corner, forcing
him to make a choice between (A) Academic Freedom,, or
(B) stopping the killing in Indochina.
It is a difficult choice, and it is one where the observer
must surrender something cherished in order to secure
something valued even more.
It is regrettable that after months of debate and
discussion of this topic on campus, and after the merits of
each case have been carefully weighed, we find ourselves
still faced with this either-or situation. It is especially sad
because proponents of each side hold cherished ideals in
front of our eyes and plead that they not be discarded.
Plead that they find sanctuary at least on the campuses
of the universities throughout America.
A decision, nevertheless, must be made, and The Heights
editorial board because it abhors the very existence of the
Indochina War and the policies of the government which
We support the principle of Ghandian non-violence, and
sanctions such a war, demands that this university
would
regret any actions Monday that would violate that
immediately take actions in order to definitively declare
principle.
Trashing, fist-fighting, and personal injury are
Boston College's opposition to the killing and maming in
anathema to the peace movement, and each drops the
Asia.
must,
say
Boston College
NO to demonstrator to a level of unethical behavior exhibited in
therefore, unequivocally
many ways by American foreign policy in Asia.
military recruiters on campus.
We hope that the UAS, the President, or the Board of
Recruiting advocates will, of course, rightly ask, "Where
Directors
will act now to prevent the future presence of the
will you stop after military recruiting?"
military
campus. Such an action by BC would prevent
on
Our response is that we will stop when the Indochina
war stops, and when the policies which brought about this the chances for violence on campus, and might just bring us
a half-step closer to preventing it in Asia as well.
war are no longer formulated. This means, of course, that
those agencies recruiting scientists, political scientists, and
The reader is directed to page six, where an attempt is
economics for the war effort must likewise not be
made to deal with background of this sensitive issue.
permitted on campus. To pick on the military alone is
intolerable chauvinism.

***

At press time, the administration holds firm in its
decision to permit the US Navy on campus. Should this not
change, The Heights would be remiss if we did not speak to
the question of tactics.
Significant numbers of students and priests are presently
planning meaningful actions which will disrupt next
Monday morning's activities. An 8 am mass at the steps of
Alumni Hall and the saturation of recruiting offices with
demonstrators are now scheduled. If carried out these
actions could place individuals in violation of the law and
subject them to arrest.
The Heights considers non-violent civil disobedience a
viable means by which to bring about qualitative change.
Such actions must, however, be carried out responsibly and
with an understanding on the part of those participating
that they will suffer the consequences.

With the renewal of military recruiting next week, the
university will fact its first real crisis of the year. It will be a
confrontation of opposing moralities and tactics. The
administration has rather arbitrarily decided to maintain an
unconditional open campus policy despite strong objections
from various parts of the community. Consequently, the
ethical conscience of this Catholic University will be very
seriously strained.
In order to deal with any violations of its open campus
policy, the administration has recently proposed a
procedure of administrative suspension. The President's
representative in the field may appeal either to the
President or his delegate (e.g., Vice-President for Student
Affairs) for an immediate suspension of a student who is
committing a "major violation of University policy." After
such a suspension, the case will go before the University
Conduct Boart. It is an attempt to clarify the consequences
of disruption on campus. What it amounts to is a showing
of how large a club the administration intends to carry into
the fight.
Certainly, a clarification of the previously vague
demonstration policy was necessary. The procedures for
dealing with internal conflicts have been ludicrously chaotic
and inadequate. However, this new illustration may add
even more confusion and injustice. The Dean of Students
will most likely be responsible for requesting "in-the-field"
suspensions. On his word alone, a suspension will be given.
With such a singular representation of the facts, the Dean of
Students becomes sole judge and jury, eliminating any voice
from the "accused." Student rights in such a situation are
non-existent when a single administrator becomes an
arbitrary dispensor of justice. Perhaps even worse, is the
follow-up procedure. With the Pan-University Judicial
System still unapproved, the University Conduct Board will
once again become the responsible court. If the past actions
of this organ are any indication, the theatre of the absurd
will reign supreme again. It appears highly unlikely that the
Board will ever be able to deliberate successfully and
equitably on any question. Also, throughout the entire
system, there is absolutely no provision for dealing with
non-student violators on an equal basis. It is sad to see an
already inept system of justice degenerate into a more
arbitrary system ofrepression.
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STUDENT POWER
SOM

?

EDUCATION

?

NURSING

In the fall of 1964 a student movement was born in Berkeley, California. Publicised
widely by the American media, the Berkeley Free Speech Movement quickly impressed
the public imagination and made household words out of student leaders like Mario
Savio.
Anti-war rallies, draft-card burnings, and building takeovers eventually followed
Berkeley, and the complex of student activism was and still is characterized by the
slogan, "studentpower."
This analysis is about "student power, " but it relates not to the theatrics of building
takeovers, nor the violence of student-police confrontations. It is about the power (or
lack thereof) of students in determining their own education.
BY PAUL DILLON AND BOB RUFF
against a wall, they are going to fight you."
THE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
A very real stumbling block to increased
"The School of Management has an student representation is apathy on the
excellent curriculum and an excellent part of the SOM student body. "There is
faculty," boasts Bill Hickey of SOM. "Our little student interest in the Curriculum
curriculum is dynamic and is constantly Committee," contends Murray. General
undergoing modification."
apathy apparently makes it difficult for
Hickey's pride in the school is not him
to
more
ask
for
student
unique. Heights interviews this month representation: "If we could get student
produced similar boasts from numerous interest then I'd work to increase student
SOM faculty Students in the school representation."
likewise appreciate their education in
The SOM Senate is the final
Fulton, often using identical language as decision-making body in the school. "We
their professors.
haven't had votes at the Senate level,"
While the School of Management according to Professor Bill Hickey, and"it
(known as the College of Business would be very unusual if we had to take a
Administration until last fall) is quite vote."
The Senate, which includes SOM deans
proud of its reputation, numerous
individuals in the school exhibit sensitivity and all full-time faculty, has two student
to charges of inferiority. Much of this representatives; one undergraduate and one
stems from the unique status of liberal arts graduate. Chances for increased student
in Jesuit education. BC, from an representation here appear little better
admissions point of view, .makes a great than in the curriculum group.
deal of this liberal arts tradition, while
***
never quite reaching such heights of
Student apathy in SOM is perhaps most
enthusiasm for its three professional evidenced by the fact that the only real
schools. Toilet graffiti puts it more "issue" in the school is a senior Business
Fulton High, Campion Junior Policy
("a
bluntly
majority
course
of
High, etc.
students . don't want it,"says Murray).
There are, of course, still bad feelings
***
Professor John Preston of the Finance between SOM and the history department.
Department told The Heights that "the In Murray's words, "The history
voice of students has always been heard in department has a history of giving us poor
this school in the past five years."
teachers
because they want to save the
fact,
students do have a minor voice good teachers for A&S students. We're
In
They (SOM
or in some instances, a vote in the three considered
outsiders
levels of decision making in the school: students) really resent it."
departmental, the Curriculum Study
But increased student representation,
Group, and the SOM Senate.
pass-fail grading, no core, and participation
Unlike many A&S departments, in hiring and firing of faculty have evoked
decisions are reached by consensus within little interest in the SOM student body.
SOM departments. Students do not have a
For their part the faculty appear happy
vote at this level, but this in itself is not with the present token representation of
significant as voting is a rarity in SOM. In students. Most see no need to increase the
Preston's words, "If we had to take a vote number of students, though few will say it
on a department level, we'd be in trouble." to your face. Hickey told The Heights,
The Curriculum Study Group is "Whether it's three or four or five, I don't
advisory in nature and decisions reached think
that
numbers
make
the
here are sent to the Dean or the SOM difference . Students bring a point of
Senate for approval. The group includes 14 view that is interesting and important in
faculty, three undergraduates, and one our opinion
(they) have acted as a
graduate student.
large
liason with
segments of the student
"There is," contends a student member body."
of the group, "no chance for power plays
Professor Hickey added, however, that
on the committee since there are no votes the "problem with new student
taken."
representatives is that it takes time for
On increased student,representation on them to get used to things."
the committee, student member Phil
Professor Preston seemed to come closer
Murray states that, "I think we couldn't to the point, commenting, "We're
get it... If you try to back them (faculty) patient. we'll live with them." -R.G.R.

.
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EDUCATION
"I was cognizant of the problems here
when I first came in," said Dean
Prezwlocki of the Undergraduate School of
Education in a recent interview.
He was referring to the unsettled and
confused condition which prevailed in the
School of Education last fall. Angry
students had been frustrated in their
attempt to revamp the curriculum the
previous spring.
The then new Dean Prezwlocki met
with members of the Education Student
Senate and "pledged that examination of
curriculum would have the number one
priority, and that I would try to keep an
open door policy."
A
Curriculum
Committee
was
established with the approval of the faculty
on a one-year trial basis. Its nine faculty
members included the Dean and Executive
Committee, the Associate Dean , and four
faculty members elected at large. Students
were represented by six members of the
committee, three elected at large and three
appointed by the Senate.
The committee spent much of last
year's first semester discussing general
philosophies of education. Most of the
concrete changes were affected second
semester and included the establishment of
a Middle Years Program, an Early
Childhood Education Major, and a Social
Studies Major besides the introduction of
several new courses and revisions of already
established programs.
Although one student described the
changes as "stop-gap," Andrea D'Errico,
President of the Education Student Senate,
defended the innovations of the committee
as being very substantial for its first year.
She has a standing weekly appointment
with the Dean to discuss any problems
which might come up.
Last year student involvement with the
tenure and promotion process took the
form of a Senate-organized poll asking
students to evaluate their professors. Just
how much leverage the results of this poll
had on final decisions of granting
promotion of tenure has been questioned
by students. The professor receiving the
most favorable results was denied tenure
and resigned. Dean Prezwlocki commented,
"There are other considerations we have to
take into account besides teaching ability.
But student opinion has a great deal of
weight in the decision." Andrea D'Errico
said, "Students who were involved with the
poll went to talk with the Dean
they

.

.

were satisfied with his explanation."
Education may now be "a very together
school" compared to two years ago, but
students face several problems if they
desire changes. There's a question of
apathy; of the three elected student
positions on the Committee, only one was
filled after an election last spring. A second
election will be held shortly in hopes of
getting two more. Students have also been
pushing for "total governance" of the
committee in all areas, not just curriculum.
The Dean's Executive Committee will be
meeting with the Senate Executive
Committee to discuss this problem.
Finally, any major changes in curriculum
will have to be initiated with regard to the
various certification requirements of the
state.

-P.D.
NURSING
The Undergraduate School of Nursing is
in the first stages of re-examining its entire
curriculum design, according to its acting
Dean, Ellen Voorhies. At a recent meeting
of the nursing faculty Dean Voorhies asked
that "the first priority be the curriculum,
(its) evaluation and change."
To that end the Dean has established an
Ad Hoc Committee on Curriculum for
long-range curriculum planning. "Instead
of having a group ofpeople select a design,
we want faculty and students to look over
the various types and mutually arrive at the
most acceptable," said Maureen O'Brien,
chairman of the committee.
Formal student involvement in the
curriculum revision depends a great deal on
the actions of the Nursing Student Senate.
At its meeting on October 12, the Senate
will approve three student representatives
to the above committee, which has six
faculty members, a Nursing Service
representative, and at least one consumer.
Three other committees also await
student representatives to be selected on
October 12. The Senate is responsible for
filling two vacancies on the regular
Curriculum Committee and one on the
Executive Committee. These faculty
committees each invited students to select
two representatives two years ago. At that
time, the faculty ruled that student
representatives must be Juniors with a B
average. Rather than sacrifice
representation, the Senate agreed to the
conditions. Last year the Senate began a
series of protests regarding the restrictions.
(Continued on page 14)
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EDITORIAL ANALYSIS
More on Military Recruiting
The Heights is in a very unfortunate position concerning
the issue of military recruiting on this campus. For though
we must oppose the presence of these recruiters, there is a
legal question about what types of activity we can endorse.
First of all, we believe that the war in Vietnam is so
abhorrent, both in the physical destruction it has brought
upon the people of Southeast Asia, and the psychic waste it
has wrought in large sections of our citizenry, that every
effort must be made to stop it. We also believe that the
activity to be conducted in Alumni Hall is clearly related to
this war and does, in a manner that is at once real and
symbolic, make all who are at BC accomplices in this
horror.
Secondly, we believe that the recruiting dilemma is part
of a much larger problem, one that raises questions about
the relationship of any modern university to its society. At
Boston College, as at many other schools, the autonomy of
the educational processes is vitalized by the presence of
what we cannot define as activities proper for a university.
The whole idea of "Career Day" must be considered as an
integral part of this view of education, as it is based on
roughly the same assumption that seeks to turn the
universities into vocational schools, and what once upon a
time could be described as the spirit of free inquiry into
practice sessions for entry into the job market. It would be
fatious and silly for anyone to say that a school should not
give strong consideration to the future employment of its
students, but this supermarket approach to education, the
same that brought about the refusal of tenure to Professor
Ch'en last spring, has clearly been over-emphasized in

recent times, and if continued can only lead to the has had to invent a language of dissent which, frequently
destruction of academic rigour and competence.
has put him at odds with the law. We believe that this is i
Therefore our opposition to recruiting is both based on central aspect of modern Civil Disobedience, and perhap:
our moral inclinations, and our ideas about what a modern the one that makes the image of Russell in Trafalgar Square
university should represent. It is fundamentally a question so cogent.
of our own complicity in actions we detest, for any
proclamation or action taken by the university clearly

reflects on the sensibilities of all therein. We see no problem
in this regard, or at least not the same problems, if the
recruiting would take place at say the armory located half
way between here and BU. But when it occurs on this
campus, it must be opposed.
An earlier mention was made of the "tactics" or
methods that might be taken to forbid the campus to Navy
personnel. It seems that a newspaper is not able to endorse
the type of action that will probably be necessary to
accomplish this. There is a rich philosophical tradition of
civil disobedience which as interpreted by such figures as
Socrates, Ghandi-or dare we mention?and Christ, with
which we are in fundamental agreement. There is also an
historical background to the present dilemma, one that
must be considered if the full manifestations of October 18,
are to be understood. Bertrand Russell in his Authority and
the Individual, spoke of"a new fact in human history
brought about by the much increased power over
individuals which the modern technique of government has
made possible." This accumulative power of governments
has placed the individual in an increasingly more impotent
position. Often, an individual has been forced to act in a
manner that he would not ordinarily be able to justify, and

The Heights is continuing to solicit
contributions from students, faculty,
administrators and friends of Boston
College. While the staff is greatly
encouraged by the nearly $475 collected
so far, we still require additional funds in
order to meet substantial printing costs.
All checks and money orders may be
mailed directly to The Heights Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167, or
brought directly to our temporary office
in McElroy 128.
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THE HEIGHTS

Leno's Imagine

BY BERNARD BELLON
While Dylan and the Hawks were
producing the finest rock and roll the
world has ever witnessed, another group,
far more popular and far less alienated
from its audience, almost totally eclipsed
the accomplishments of other
hard-working and starving artists. Four
musicians?a horrendous drummer who
charmed everyone with his innocence, a
bassist who was very good at his
instrument and at charming the chicks, a
lead guitarist who played fine leads but
seemingly remained aloof, and a rhythm
guitarist who seemed to commandere the
whole scene-fresh from the Mother
Country's mother country, managed to
produce that dreadful new
phenomenon -happiness-in countless
millions.
The Beatles. The expression of all our
alienative fantasies; everbody's friends,
lovers, and leaders; the ones attributed
with "starting it all." Since they visited the
States for the first time in 1964, many a
sociology major has passed his final paper
by doing an extensive analysis of"The
Effect of the Beatles on America's Youth"
or "The Beatles, the Left, Revolution, and

the Streets." It does indeed seem banal to
point out the immense impact the Beatles
had on music and on culture.
And as the fragments of dying rock and
roll settle, it has become clear that the
Beatles as a group was equal to the sum of
the best ofeach of the members. No one of
them alone has made music greater than
that made by the group collectively.
McCartney, who reached a peak with
"Michelle" and "Hey Jude," has
pathetically degenerated into the Bobby
Sherman with an Historical Sense.
Harrison, on the other hand, has grown a
great deal musically and released a slightly
tedious but otherwise fine album and the
particularly strong single "Bangla Desh"
and "Deep Blue." Ringo has released two
albums that cannot be put down by
anyone admiring humiliating honesty and
country music.
But the most exciting musical work has
been turned out by Beatle John. The
painful musical transition Lennon
underwent sparked by his intense
relationship with his Hawaiian spouse
Yoko has left a trail of releases that boggle
the mind. As a result of a stunning Live
Peace in Toronto, a rapid succession of

'

powerful singles-"Cold Turkey," "Give
Peace a Chance," and "Instant
Karma"-and a series of things he did with
Yoko culminating in the intense Two
Virgins and Wedding Album, Lennon
seemed on the verge of a magnificent
musical synthesis for the post-Dylan,
post-Beatle era. His first studio album since
the demise of the Beatles, John
Lennon/Plastic Ono Band, marked an
attempt to purge rock and roll of its
bourgeois elements and distill its primitive
energies. "Working Class -Hero" and
"Isolation," two beautiful songs about
social conditioning and revolutionary
pathos, effectively contrast the pulsating
primievality
of"I
Found Out,"
"Remember," and "Well Well WeLl."
"God," with its subdued piano lines and
flowing melody, gently breaks the news
that "the dream is over" and defines
Lennon's depth of reality as "Yoko and
me." The album's only flaw is its
pretentiousness, an overwhelming "dig it,
I'm sensitive" attitude. This attitude can be
understood in light of the particularly
trying experiences Lennon has had over the
-past few years with heroin, the press and
McCartney.
And eleven months later, a new album is
released, at last. Imagine (Apple SW-3379)
is a display of both Lennon's best work
and worst tendencies. Despite its flaws and
the fact that it is a very uneven album,
however, it remains one of the most
pleasurable albums of the year. It opens
with a strong title song, "Imagine," an
invitation to
imagine there's no heaven
it's easy ifyou try
no hell below us
above us only sky
imagine all thepeople
living for today
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Two Drops
The forests were on firethey however
wreathed their necks with their hands
like bouquets of roses
People ran to the sheltershe said his wife had hair
in whose depths one could hide
Covered by one blanket
they whispered shameless words
the litany of those who love

len

it got very bad

tfy leapt into each other's eyes
d shut them firmly
firmly they did not feel the flames
they came up to the eyelashes

len

i the end they were brave
i the end they were faithful
\u25a0 the end they were similar
c two drops
ick at the edge of a face

by Zbigniew Herbert
(trans. Peter Scott)

..
..
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imagine there's no countries
it isn 't hard to do
nothing to kill or die for
and no religion too
imagine all the people
living life in peace
imagine no possessions
long anti-war diatribe that is boring,
i wonder ifyou can no needfor greed
uninspiring,
and a waste of time.
or hunger a brotherhood of man
Side two is the better side. It opens with
imagine all the people sharing all the
"Gimme Some Truth," very good rock and
world.
roll which features an excellent lead on
The music is gentle and flowing and guitar by George Harrison. The message of
manifests the enchanting effect that Yoko the lyrics is obvious:
has had on John. A soft orchestra
i 've had enough ofreading things
by neurotic-psychotic-pig headed
underlines Lennon's simple piano on this
politicians
cut.
very
The second and third cuts are also
all i want is the truth
just gimme some truth
good. They were obviously written about
the shit Lennon has been through lately.
"Crippled Inside" smacks of irony with the "Oh My Love," co-authored by John and
heavy lyrics about neurosis carried along Yoko, is a beautiful song of innocence and
by a light barroom melody. "Jealous Guy" discovery and one of the finest songs on
is much more somber. It continues the the album. The lyrics are definitely
theme of the preceding song?the Yoko's:
desolation brought about by loneliness and
oh my love for thefirst time in my life
my eyes are wide open
grief. The music itself is reminiscent of
"Isolation" from the earlier album.
oh my loverfor thefirst time in my life
The last two cuts on side one are the
my eyes can see
worst on the album. "It's So Hard" sounds
i see the wind, oh i see the trees
like a cheap attempt at rewriting "Yer
everything is clear in my heart
Blues" and fails miserably. "I Don't Wanna
i see the clouds, oh i see the sky
everything is clear in our world
Be a Soldier Mama I Don't Wanna Die" is a

.. .

>dy brings to mind an earlier
mg, "Julia."
.xt song on the side, "How Do
p," is an attempt to cut down
/. Filled with puns and stupid
to the great McCartney myth, it
:ry disappointing cut.
partially recoops the loss
iy "How Do You Sleep?" He has
stolen McCartney's "Long and
.oad."
oko" closes the album out. It is a
if unconventional love song:
niddle of the night
middle of the night i call your

:o oh yoko my love will turn you

n the Dream Weaver and Lennon
: may have died, but this album is
t Lennon

the Song Writer lives.

ublished by Maclen/Ono/b.m.i.)
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Here Are Ladies
BY BOB POLITO
"When the first day of the drama had
passed by, actors found that an always
larger number of people were more easily
moved through the eyes than the ears. The
emotion that comes with the music of
words is exhausting, like all intellectual
emotions, and few people like exhausting
emotions; and therefore actors begin to
speak as if they were reading something
out of the newspapers. They forgot the
noble art of oratory, and gave all their
thought to the poor art of acting, that is
content with the sympathy of our nerves;
until at last those who love poetry found it
better to read alone in their rooms what
they had once delighted to hear sitting
friend by friend, lover by beloved. "
Yeats
Perhaps what is desired most by a
writer?in
addition to an audience
sympathetic to his explorations-is a
dramatic presence sufficiently controlled
and evocative to do justice to the energy of
his language. I think it is the rare poet who
does not regard his work with a specific
voice in mind, one infrequently his own
and always subject to the special needs of
each piece, but still a speaking voice
capable of adding resonances to the forces
inert upon the page. For poetry is still
speech, is a performance of sound, is
always involved with rhythm, and it is only
a timid poet who does not wish his work to
be read aloud.
Siobhan McKenna possesses the most
complete understanding of this aspect of
literature, of any actress I have heard. Her
program is called "Here Are Ladies" and it

is a presentation of certain of the more
famous roles created for women by Irish
poets and novelists?writers concerned with
language and sound at the exclusion of
almost all else. Her control of dialect and
the internal patterns in the words is
astounding, as is her dramatic ability which
enables her to pass from an angry peasant,
to a bitter mother, to a pompous travelling
actress, with almost perfect grace and ease.
It is a strong part of her triumph that,
particularly in the cases of Joyce and
Beckett, she is able to elucidate what are
fairly difficult texts, and manages to divest
them of all their aparent obscurity, with
less pomposity and a good deal more with
than most of the critical studies tumbling
.from the university presses each year.
No one aware of the achievements of
the modern Irish writers will be able to
find fault with her selections. The evening
begins with a short poem by James
Stephens "A Woman is a Branchy Tree,"
and after an anecdotal excursion into the
poet's life (Stephens is the writer that
Joyce designated to finish Finnegans Wake
if he did not live to complete it), works
into a very funny conversation between
The Thin Woman and The Fat Woman,
taken from his novel Crock of Gold. She
follows this with the similarly directed
"Ginnie Gogan's Conversation with Mr.
Fluther" from O'Casey's "The Plough and
the Stars." Here, as in the selection of
Yeat's "Crazy Jane" poems, or in Lennox
Robinson's "Drama at Inish," she shifts
from characterization to characterization
with a fluidity that avoids all of the more
obvious and facile transitions. Her version

of Winnie from "Happy Days" meshes
perfectly with the Chaplinesque features of
Beckett's text and provoked the most
sustained laughter of the evening.
With Mrs. Tancred's speech from "Juno
and the Paycock," Mrs. McKenna enters
into the melancholy which Stephens has
identified as lying just below the surface of
Celtic wit. The reaction of a mother, upon
learning of the death of her son in the Irish
Civil wars, is very movingly portrayed and
without the sentimentality that many
other actresses have brought to the role.
These wars figure prominently in another
selection, Eva Gore Booth's untitled poem
on the murder of a pacifist companion.
Images of death dominate this portion of
the program, with Maura's stirring lines
from Synge's "Riders to the Sea" allowed
to echo long in the dark before a wave of
release is allowed to break upon the stage
in the form of Yeats' "The Mermaid's
Song."
The second half of the program is given
over entirely to the writings of James
Joyce. Earlier in the evening, Miss
McKenna spoke of the debt these writers
owed to the characters of Irish folk speech,
and one now sees the aptness of her
illustration as the same charged rythms are
heard in the Gaelic "Caoine Mhuire" as in
"Anna Livia Plurabelle" from Finnegan's
Wake. This brilliant story of the River
Liffey, as viewed by two local
washerwomen, is marred only by the
triteness of the background music which
attempts to suggest the motion of the
water. But, as she writesin her notes, "One
can hear the flow of the river" in the music

of the phrases:
She was just a young thin pale soft shy
slim slip of a thing then, sauntering, by
silva-moonlake and he was a heavy trudging
lurching lieabroad of a Curraghman,
making his hay for whose sun to shine on,
as tough as the oaktrees (peats be with
them!) used to rustle that time down by
the dykes of killing Kildare, for
forstfellfoss with a plash across her.
Any addition to this, but the inflection of
Miss McKenna's voice, is unnecessary and
distracting.
The tour dc face of the evening is the
final selection, Molly Bloom's Soliloquy
from Ulysses. Performed from bed, it is
endearingly erotic and lovely and, spoken
with the diction of an ill bred Dublin
housewife, is devoid of the pretentiousness
which characterized the more "poetic"
film version of the speech. She is one with
Molly's desires, searching and fears, and she
knows when Joyce is playing. The lyrical
tremor of Molly's acceptance-"first I put
my arms around him yes and drew him
down to me so he could feel my breasts all
perfume yes and his heart was going like
mad and yes I said yes I will yes",
completes the evening magnificently.
Unfortunately, by the time you read
this, "Here Are the Ladies" will have left
the Loeb complex. Their production staff
must be commended for bringing Siobhan
McKenna to Boston, but should be scorned
for contracting her only for two nights. So,
ones only recommendation can be that if
she returns to this area, in this or any other
production, you would have to be a
strumpet's fool to want to miss her.

One Day in the Life

BY RICHARD LORD
"Where ice is thin in one place, it's thin
all around" was a slogan of the Russian
revolutionaries in the early part of this
century. But when these revolutionaries
themselves came to power, and especially
after the typical bungling but inexorable
bureaucratic ascent of Josef Stalin, they
took strong and decisive steps to segregate
any cracks that might develop in the
ice-encased society they were methodically
constructing. The place chosen for this
segregation was usually Siberia, that vast
desert of ice and snow in the distant East
where the barren physical environment had
traditionally seeped into the hearts and
souls of the inhabitants. The new film at
the Cheri complex, One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich, written by Alexander
Solzhenitsyn and directed by Casper
Wrede, is the story of one of these political
camps and the life of one of its residents.
Solzhenitsyn, who may or may not have
won last year's Nobel Prize primarily
because of his opposition to the Soviet

regime, gives us in this, his first, book a
superb portrait of men reduced to the
irreducible in human nature, and
Producer-Director Wrede does a fine job of
transforming Solzhenitsyn's vision to the
screen. In a set specially built in a bleak
section of Norway, Wrede manages very
skillfully to infect us with the feeling of
desolation, barrenness and privation that
the fictional Ivan Denisovich, and the
real-life Solzhenitsyn, underwent. His use
of color imagery in this respect is especially
commemdable. In one scene where the
prisoners are being led out to their work
assignment in a pre-dawn hour, the almost
oppressive pervasion of dark blue serves as
a powerful symbol for the desolation and
dark spiritual atmosphere of the camp, as
well. as the bitter cold of the Siberian
winter. Mr. Wrede produces numerous
other scenes with similar effects, all
culminating
in
a highly
laudable
achievement of atmosphere for
Solzhenitsyn's soul-wretching story.
Director Wrede is also quite successful

in capturing the human landscape and
atmosphere of the camp. The loyalties,
betrayals, affections, and hatreds of men
who have been stripped of all but the
essentially irreplaceable is. presented in a
continual series of brilliant images. As
dictated by the original text, the "one
day" in Ivan Denisovich's life seems more
like one week, packed as tightly as the
makeshift winter's wear of the camp's
residents with work assignments, expressed
and blunted hostilities and other feelings
and, always, the constant struggle of the
human spirit with those forces, natural and
man-made, which would crush it. Wrede
shows a great deal of skill in re-creating this
strange universe of Solzhenitsyn where,
true to the Marxist dialectic, contradiction
is the prevailing logic, where the citizen is
contained within the exile, the saint within
the criminal and salvation within the
borders of damnation.

the title role. The other members of the
are also quite effective in their
trenchant anonymity, realising that state
where man must struggle to redeem some
personality from the number he is given
instead of a name. The photography is
superb, ranking with Death in Venice as
one of the best acheivements this year.
And the dry, stripped dialogue is
appropriate to the barren, physically and
spiritually dessicated world of the prison
camp.
If the film has any limits, they are the
ones imposed by Solzhenitsyn's text. For
instance, are these men reduced only to the
irreducible? Has Solzhenitsyn perhaps not
reduced more from human nature than is
possible? What about deep love, what
about sex? Solzhenitsyn has definitely
focused on certain elements to the
exclusion of others. But in those elements
upon which he has turned his focus, he
operates extremely well. As does Mr.
Tom Courtenay, with his beautifully Casper Wrede who has brought a fairly
anonymous, bone-salient face, is stellar in difficult book successfully to the screen.
cast
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BY DANA BISBEE
Man Ray was one of the founders of
the New York Dada and, upon exiling
himself to France, one of the leading
figures of the Paris movement. Today, in
his 80's, still a vital artist, he recounts the
following story to French author Sanche
dc Gramont:
"You know, I saw Picasso paint
'Guernica.' He kept changing it. T have
only one canvas,' he said, 'and every day I
get new ideas.' Every day he filled the
canvas. When he finished it, he said, i
could go on and on.' And he did with 60
more drawings on the same theme. Years
later, I heard an art teacher at the Museum
of Modern Art tell her students that these
drawings were studies for 'Guernica.'
Whereas Picasso did them afterwards. 'Just
look how this vertical balances that
horizontal,' she said. Not a word about
Picasso's rage at the bombing of Guernica.
This helps explain youth's revolt against
esthetics."
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Man Ray seems to be
present while reminding himself of the
past. The esthetic revolt of his 80th year is
very similar to the esthetic revolt of his
25th. In 1915, when Marcel Duchamp and
Francis Picabia came to New York and
joined Man Ray in the informal
"founding" of New York Dada, they were
fleeing a war-torn Europe. The despair in
the midst of the first mechanized war to
lacerate Europe had been eroding their
spirits. And this war in many ways was the
of Dada's
greatest external cause
flourishing. The absurdity, the sponteneity,
and the sheer liveliness of this movement
that went out of its way to shock and
outrage its audiences were in many ways
antidotes to the despair of militarism. And
this holds true even realizing that the
movement itself was very warlike,
uncompromising in its disgust of
institutionalism and its destruction of
formalisms. We can sense Man Ray's
shudder at a critic's substitution of the
pure rage of "Guernica" with commentary
about horizontals and verticals. The
essence of Dada is the destruction of such
rigid structures and the substitution of
pure rage, pure insanity, pure joy, and,
purest of all, pure individuality.
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Ray again, speaking now of "modern" art:
"These are variations on things I saw 40
years ago. They are only attempts to
express daring, which is different from
shocking you. I'd like to see something I
don't understand
."
The single bond of the original Dadaists
was incomprehension. Their art was free of
forethought, except the desire of shocking.
If the absurdity of an exhibit led to a fist
fight in the gallery or, as was more often
the case, a physical attack on the artists
and works, the exhibit was a success. The
audience would be transformed by sudden
rage into Dadaists themselves. When the
movement finally fell apart it was because
of individual growths away from the
movement (Breton founded Surrealism and
Eluard became a Communist) and
individual bickering. Dada was less a school
than a soiree and lasted only as long as
friendships had a mind to last.
The new interest in Dada has resulted in
a new book: Dada: Paradox, Mystification,
and Ambiguity in European Literature. Its
author is Manuel Grossman, once a BC
faculty member (Speech Department) and
one of the originators of the Film Study
Program here. A refugee from the same
birthplace as this reviewer (a city whose
obscene memory rivals any Dadaist
poem's), Grossman accepted a post at
Queens College in the midst of the
sweeping controversy surrounding the
Mary Daly firing.
Most of the book was written and
researched during his years at BC and his
laboratory
classroom
was
a
for
experimentation with his ideas. The book
is as precise and as logical as a classroom
lecture without being as dull. This
precision results in a deceptive smallness,
for the paperbound Pegasus edition is only
192 pages. There is a wealth ofcultural and
here,
history
intellectual
revealed
methodically
plotted
and logically
-jsiEpßa-un simft
executed.
Grossman rightly dwells more on the
personalities that made up the Dada cult
and less on the art book technique of
describing the works. Dada was an attempt
to destroy the cult and the worship of art.
Less a school and more a collection of
friends, the understanding of Dada is best
realized in an understanding of the Dadas
in their social mileau. Thus, four of his five
chapters dwell on biographies of Dada's
precursors and artists with the central
chapter describing the actions and
philosophies of these artists in the specific
Dada centers. Furthermore, it is the
personal approach that helps the book
tread the thin line separating the purely
academic from the freshly informative. He
succeeds marvelously.
Unfortunately, the book dwells only
with literary Dada. The Dadaists attempted
to extend themselves into as many arts as
possible: poetry, fiction, film,
photography, sculpture, and song were all
attempted by each, such were the limitless
resources of communication each felt
capable of. Grossman's selections of poetry
(translated by him) give a good cross
section of the kinds of experience Dada
was experimenting with, and his approach

..

often white. The recreation of
Loudon is a magnificent accomplishment
of white enamel bricks. The costumes are
black and white. The effect is one of
immediate dislocation, of disharmony that
resolves at the end when what little color
there is bleeds from the film leaving a stark
black and white vista. The flames and
blook stained corpses of the plague victims
often lend the only color to the scene.
The absurdist, Dadaist elements are
disturbing and, truely Dada, never really fit
into the phantasmagoria. Grandier's
mistresses make-up is one instance: dead
white with varicoloured lipsticks, black for
mourning and green for festivity. The
scenes of Louis XIII and Richelieu
shooting Protestants dressed up as crows
and Louis' off-handed remark, "By-by,
Blackbird," as one of his victims sinks into
a pool is another Dadaist intrusion; a
modern cliche interrupts into the historical
setting. An irate father attacks Grandier
with a sword, the thrust met with a dead
crocodile!
Grandier. with
scenes her all accompanied has that order
the of symbol a and affirmation of figure
a becomes she outside the of freshness the
to brick ruined the up struggles Madeline
of figure beaten the square, the across
husband her of ashes the strew executioner
the watching after and crumbled,
have Loudon of walls the when death,
to put been has Grandier when end, the
in And negations. of sea the in affirmations
all are wedding their of performance his
and celibacy, about Debreuil Madeline with
dialogue his sea-side, the by Mass saying
Grandier familiar: very is that reality surer
a of sequences are these against Set
At the end of his book, quoting
Sanouillet's Dada A Paris. Grossman reveals
this truth about negation: ". all negation
is accompanied by a simultaneous
affirmation, all destruction entails a
construction. In all the activity of the
human spirit the positive and negative
poles are as inseparable as in an electric
current: one cannot exist without the
other."
"True nihilism." Grossman says, "can
never exist in the arts." Reviewing the
Dada movement. German art historian
Werner Haftmann is quoted by Grossman
thus: "Every spontaneous impulse, every
message from within was greeted as an
expression of pure reality. Every possible
artistic technique suited his purpose of
provoking these impulses. Absolute
sponteneity. chance regarded as the
intervention of mysterious and wonderful
forces, pure automatism as a revelation of
that store of hidden reality within the
individual over which conciousness has no
control-these were the techniques that
opened the way to a more comprehensive
view of the relationship between Self and
world."
That is the message of The Devils and of
Dada. And speaking of sponteneity. Tristan
Tzara has the last word.
"What we want now is sponteneity. Not
because it is better or more beautiful than
anything else. But because everything that
issues freely from ourselves without the
intervention of speculative ideas represents
us."
most

extensions and in many cases recreations of
Dada with its sting slightly dulled. Man

scholarly, sometimes reading like a
graduate thesis. But most Dadas found film
to be a more perfect mileay for their art.
Man Ray, Richter, and Feuillade are better
remembered as filmmakers.
Devils. The to us brings Which
Ken Russell appears to be a master of
many moods and of many styles. His BBC
biographies ranged from the soft baroque
romanticism of his Frederick Delius film to
the surreal naturalism (and often pure
surrealism) of his Isadora Duncan film. His
first feature film, Women in Love, outraged
most Lawrentians because of the literary
liberties, particularly with the Gerald Crich
character. But, script aside, the film was
textbook perfect in its visual conception
and in the pacing of its montages. His
second film, Music Lovers abandoned the
literary approach and delved more into the
lushness of visual communication which
television could hardly allow him.
Russell is mostly a surrealist director,
suspending the real and using as his reality
subjective symbols onto which he
constructs a new type of real order, very
often a destructive order. It is the type of
thing the earlier Surrealists and Dadaists
found film to be especially ammenable to.
Thus, in The Music Lovers, he is able to
juxtapose the soft and rococco dream
images with the harsh and repellant made
sequences, tic them together with a story
of homosexuality and nymphomania
(among other things) and" create a vision
which succeeds in shocking, and in
shocking, succeeds in provoking thought
and emotion. Take away the sense of
restructuring a new reality and you have
Dada.
The Dada experience is much more to
the point in the third of his features. The
Devils. This film has produced the
controversy expected of a Dada work, and
the controversy alone is reason enough to
see the film for the sake of taking a stand.
This reviewer for one stands by The Devils
as a masterpiece of its genre, a film whose
contrasting of soft and harsh is much more
subtle, much more appreciated than in The
Music Lovers. And a film whose images and
sets and costumes strike much closer to the
heart of the creation of a film reality as
opposed to a filmed reconstruction of
reality. There is control, logic, and a sense
of the beautiful present in this film that
seems to rage with uncontrolled passion
and rage. The outrage one feels at the
injustice of Grandier's execution
supercedes the outrage we have felt during
the preceding scenes of sensuality and
sadism because scenes of exceptional
tenderness and humanity precipitated by
Grandier have been woven throughout the
tapestry. Scenes of his selfishness and
bloated vanity only confirm his humanity
in this environment where sterile white
walls give shelter from the perversions
without and contain the raging plague
within.
The film begins its new reality with the
decor and costumes. Although a color film,
the sets are mostly limited to black and
is
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The most

N.E. Book Festival
Buckley and Buckwald

you'll ever spend...
could be the one on

BY R. REEVES HINE

Meaningful Semester

an act of
vanity " twanged the wit-laced
tongue of William F. Buckley, Jr.,
in response to an inquiry as to
reasons for writing his latest book.
Buckley's book Cruising Speed
was the subject under discussion
at
the New England Book
Festival, Friday evening, October
Ist. In regard to questions on the
subject of his new book, Buckley
played cat and mouse with the
audience. He admitted that, "yes
my book is about just one week in
my life, but then Keats wrote an
entire ode to a Grecian Urn."
Buckley's wit and command of
the English language seemed
somewhat hampered by the fact
that he had a severe cold, but
more likely by the fact that he did
not have a foil as he usually does
on "Firing Line." The crowd used
to seeing liberals fall prey to
Socratic irony under the twitching
eyebrows of Bill Buckley much
the same as Meno bent to the old
master seemed pleasantly
disappointed. Buckley however
did raise a point in defense of his
writing, "you should write about
what you know best, that is in the
last analysis the area in which you
move."
Bill Buckley's wit and humor
challenges the intellect for he
expresses opinions and judges
issues throug a "Jeweler's Eye."
Buckley takes the reader behind
the closed doors of political
convention hotel suites, relating
incidents that occur in the wee
hours of the morning to particular

"Conceived

as

,
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nominees for national office. He
delves in the intellectual escapes
of the politicians during times of
stress and strain, where a witicism
perks the brain and body up more
than a belly laugh would to the
normal mortal.
The age of the personal insight
bestseller is upon the literary
world. Art Buchwald was the
keynote speaker on Sunday
evening at the Book Festival,
presenting his book Getting High
In Government Circles which was
written as an act of sarcasm. Like
Cruising
Speed Buchwald's
sarcastic story deals with people
in the public eye that he comes in
contact with in the nation's
capital. In regard to the nation's
number one citizen Buchwald
quipped, "once someone becomes
President of the United States he
deserves respect, one shouldn't
call Mr. Nixon Tricky Dicky but
instead Crafty Richard."
Buchwald's humor delves in
situation comedy where all
possible avenues of escape have
ironic twists. His ability to
humanize members of all social
levels especially the limelighters of
the newsreels, makes Getting High
Government
Circles
an
In
the
enjoyable escape from
somewhat somberblack and white
media interpretation of public
officials lives.
The public should accept both
books with open arms, for what
better to laugh at than infallibility
and human characteristics of
those who we elect to office, then
condemn them in office.
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World Campus Afloat
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient
Through a transfer format, more than 5.0D0
students from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester in this unique program in international education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
tiguratively ... and give you a better chance to
make it?meaningfully?in this changing world.
You'll study at sea with an experienced cosmopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that
no matter how foreign and far-away, you have a
lot in common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;
we've done our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write today for free
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Write Today to:
Chapman College,
box CC26, orange, California 92666

place for

you underfinanced students!
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THE BOSTON COLLEGE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Honors Program Seminar Series
presents

Seth Kurn, Peace Corps Administrator

Movies and Lectures on Individual's Role
in Peace Corps
Open to the entire
Monday, October 18
University Community
7:30 PM Higgins3o4

MONY
Mutual of New York
Part-time positions available to Seniors and Grad.
students. Earn $2.00 per hour during 30 hour
orientation. Candidates will receive comprehensive

Van Heusen makes your vibrations visible!
Styles, patterns and colors that really send
out your message. Get with it!
Get your body into a Van Heusen 417 Body Shirt.
Give real style to your vibes!

training in marketing and merchandising techniques to
assist them in earning a substantial income while still in
school. Interview at Boston College Placement Office.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 from 10-3.
HELP WANTED
Dorm students
2 to 3 hrs a night

/K/\/\.
(\ \ V J

$15-$2O a night

?'

Edwards
Store Manager
General Store
Modular Commons Building
Larry

(lower campus)

9AM-SPM

I

VISIT VOSS VIA SAS... Ski the fabulous slopes of Voss, Norway.
Frolic in Copenhagen. Two lucky people will win a free round
trip ticket via SAS Scandinavian Airlines. Send your name and
I address to: The Van Heusen College Contest, 417 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10016. Contest closes November 30, 1971. Void
where prohibited by law.

VAN HEUSEN
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Rainy appointed
BY BERNARD BELLON
Marcus Rainy a 25-year old
graduate of Southwestern
University, has been appointed
the new assistant dean of
students. The appointment fills
the void created in the Dean of
Students Office by the firing of
Ann Flynn and the resignation of
Joe Tache last summer.
Rainy, who worked in the
Student Affairs department of
Southern Methodist University
while doing graduate work there,
assumed his new position on
Friday, October Ist. He told The
Heights that he and his wife, both
Dallas,
Texas,
residents
of
"wanted to come to the East" and
said that the opening in the Dean
of Students Office presented this
opportunity.
Rainy spoke of his role as a
postive one: "To be keenly aware
of student interests and needs."
He added that "I don't see it as
squelching activism or student
I don't want to imply,
energy
however, that it's something
students will grow out of ."
Rainy admits that "discipline
when people's rights are infringed
upon falls in this office." He sees
discipline, however, not so much
as an attempt "to enforce
morality," but rather as a concept
that is inherently linked with
"justice." "I don't consider my
role to be a policeman," he said.

...

.

Since he has been at Boston
College, he told The Heights, he
has developed great respect for
Edward Hanrahan, S.J., the Dean
of Students and Rainy's superior,
and is particularly "impresses with
his honesty."
Rainy also stated that on his
first few days on the job, he had
received "a lot of impressions"
about Boston College and now
feels "open to move in different
directions." As far as he knows,
there are " no plans for another
assistant dean of students."
The presence of women at BC
has been "virtually ignored,"
Rainy said. The university "has
made no adjustment at all to its
women students as opposed to a
chauvinistic one." Although he
admits it might be a difficult job,
he feels he can deal with "men's
and women's problems on an
equal basis."

Marcus Rainy assistant dean of students. Photo: Don Miller

Scholars seek

BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
The Scholars of the College, a
group of 20 seniors who have
been
released from
course
requirements in order to work on
projects of their own, are anxious
to change their image within the
university, according to Richard
E. Hughes, dean of the college of
Arts and Sciences and director of
the scholars program.

to

improve image

Hughes feels that the image of
the scholars badly needs to be
"rescued." He grouped criticism
of the program into two main
areas. One group, he said, fears a
possible loosening of academic
standards that they feel is
represented by the program.
Other opponents, Hughes said,
attack the program for being too
"elitist," a charge that has gained
much momentum over the years.
Hughes feels that such charges
cannot be leveled against this
year's group. Whereas scholars of
past years were only concerned
with their individual projects,
to help the student form his or
BY STEVE FISCHER
Hughes said
that the 1971
The newest addition to the BC her conscience with regard to the
are definitely concerned
scholars
day.
curriculum, the Program for the various issues of the
about their group image. They
Study of War and Peace, has Bi-monthly symposia will be held,
hope to change it by putting out
aroused considerable interest in its for which Halpin hopes to recruit newsletters,
running seminars, and
beginning
first year of existence as it individuals "who are
to
educating the university in general
commit themselves" on the issues.
attempts to provide a new
about what they are doing,
perspective for traditional The program will present one
Hughes said.
among
month;
knowledge.
speaker per
The Scholars Program began in
Fr. Jim Halpin, director of the possible lecturers is Joan Baez's
with two students. It was
1958
program, claims that the study husband, David Harris, who is
at a time when many
introduced
was "born out of the frustrations widely known for his draft university officials felt a need for
of various students in dealingwith resistance and subsequent prison making provisions for superior
the problems of peace in a violent term. Harris was released from
students. The Honors, Advanced
society." The original impetus for federal prison earlier this year.
Placement, and Early Admissions
A film series is planned, and Programs all
the formation of the program
came into existence
came from the students the program hopes to organize
during 1958. The program was the
themselves, as they both planned additional activities through other
of William van Etten
and organized the program into a campus organizations since its brainchild
Casey, S.J. along with the Honors
workable outline.
own capacity is limited by a lack Program.
Now a Theology
In addition to 33 courses of funds. They hope to explore
professor at Holy Cross, he
offered by the program in the area of social injustice through recently edited the issue of The
conjunction with several other the PULSE program. Space for
departments on campus, 22 new the program has been obtained in
courses were introduced this year Haley House, which will serve as a
Work is expected to begin
specifically designed for the war convenient
meeting-place for
on the removal of the
soon
and peace program. According to seminars and discussions. The
wooden
staircase behind St.
Fr. Halpin, nearly 550 students department hopes to expand its
Mary's Hall. A z-shaped asphalt
are enrolled in the courses
services
to
include
draft
offered, although he terms that counselling. In addition, they plan ramp extending from the lower
campus parking lot to the one
figure "misleading," since many to invite "representatives of
behind
Devlin Hall will replace
of the students are involved in the academic quality" from the armed
staircase,
the
according to
courses for reasons other than forces and from corporations
Robert Woods, director of
interest in the war and peace involved in armaments production
building and grounds. The
program. Halpin calls the response
to discuss with them the moral
"magnificent, not only among the issues involved in theirwork.
students, but the faculty also."
Although the program hopes to
Although programs of the same remain basically non-political, to
nature exist at other universities
avoid alienating anyone from the
throughout the nation, the start, they are planning to BY BILLSPALLINA
enthusiasm at BC has been coordinate activities with other
On September Ist, Dr. Donald
particularly encouraging, peace groups in the Boston area. White, professor of Economics,
especially in the area of faculty
Next Monday the Program for assumed the position of Dean of
cooperation.
the Study of War and Peace, as the Graduate School of Arts and
Fr. Halpin hopes that, through part of its "Day of Peace at Sciences. White told The Heights
the program, participating Boston College" program, will that he will devote the first
students will be able to "achieve sponsor a free performance of Fr. semester of this year to work on
intellectual clarity on the subject Daniel Berrigan's Trial of the the Priorities Committee. Taking
of war and peace" by examining Catonsville 9. Later Monday over for him as dean will be
the "roots and causes" of both. evening, a panel discussion of the Associate Dean Walter J. Feni,
To aid students, the program has moral and legal issues involved in S.J.
planned various activities designed the case will be presented.
Dr. White said that he had no

Program examines
peace and war

Holy

Cross

Quarterly devoted

entirely to the Berrigan brothers.

Two years ago, Dean Hughes
reorganized the program. He
ended the practice of
automatically naming the
top-ranking students scholars.
Instead, he instituted a "screening
process" whereby prospective
scholars must submit their project
a
plans to
faculty-student
committee. Emphasis is still
placed on proven scholastic
ability, but. Hughes said, "this is
no longer the sole determinant."
Some project that members of
this year's group are working on
include: a study of mystics in
17th century France, experiments
in multi-media, a study of
decision-making on the University
level, and construction of a lasar
instrument.
In the future, Hughes said he
hopes to open up the program
even more. He said that he would
like to have students apply to
different departments and be
screened by them. He also hopes
to increase the number of
participants in the program. He
said that the Independent Study
Department presently exists for
all undergraduate students, but he
does not see opening up the
Scholars Program to them
"because of the very nature of the
program."

ramp will have a slope of one
foot rise to ten feet run.
Woods did not think that a
hand rail would be required
and said the ramp would not
be hazardous in winter. He said
that the present plan was to
"just run a bulldozer down
there and get the general slope
and then fill in the voids."

Name one
thing that
hasn't gone up
since 1950.
1
Try. Try hard.
The onlything we can think of
is what we make. The Swingline
"Tot 50" Stapler. 980 in 1950.
98* in 1971.
And it still comes with 1000 free
staples and a handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
S aranteed. It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.
And it's the world's biggest
seller. Could be that's why it
hasn't gone up in price in
21 years.
If you're interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Staplerand Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Variety and College
Bookstores.

The Swingline "Tot 50"
980 in 1950. 98«in1971.

If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
since 1950, let us know. We'll
send you a free Tot Staplerwith
1000 staples and a vinylpouch.
Enclose 250 to cover postage
and handling.

New grad dean chosen
immediate plans for restructuring
the graduate school but added
that "everywhere, the process of
education is now undergoing
review. We will, too. not because
of lack of confidence but
precisely because that is the way
we'll accomplish the best results."
"higher
that,
He
thought
education is being questioned
more and more. We should react
in a way that will make us
stronger. I want to have a hand."
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Administration suspension memo

B.U. News

The following memo was
prepared by the Office of
Student Affairs in order to
the
of
clarify
concept
"administrative
suspension"
and was released to The
Heights by Dr. James P.
Mclntyre last Friday.

BY LEWIS FREEDMAN
Assistant City Editor, The News
Like its neighbor, The Heights,

The Nature of Administrative
Suspension: This is an interim
suspension invoked when the
President or his delegate has
reasonable cause to believe that
a student has perpetrated a
major violation of University
Policy and will persist in this
violation if permitted to
remain on campus pending a
full hearing and decision of the
University Conduct Board.
The Authority to Invoke
Administrative Suspension:

In those cases
where it is necessary to invoke
the administrative suspension,
the student will receive
sufficient warning from the
university officials that his
actions to persist are in
violation of the university
regulations and/or university
demonstration policy. He will
be notified that he is
suspended from the university
and
appear at a
must
designated hour within 24
hours of the suspension for a
preliminary hearing to show
cause why the suspension
should not continue in effect.
The student will be notified at
the time of the preliminary
hearing of the date for the
immediate convening of the
conduct board.

The Office of the President is
invested with the ultimate
responsibility for the safety of
the community and
functioning of the university
and to authorize an
administrative suspension. He
or his appointed delegate will
invoke a summary suspension
in those situations where
university officials have
exhausted all its internal
resources to restore order
and said student refuses
to cease and desist from
disrupting the normal
functioning of the
university and its activities.
The Office of the President
may delegate this authority to
the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs
only on an "ad hoc" basis.

Procedures:

Student Power?Nursing

?DISSENT VERSUS DISRUPTION?

(Continued from page 5)

(Ed. Note: The following
reprint was given to The
Heights by Dr. Mclntyre's
office
with
the
along
administrative
suspension
memo. It does not reflect the
opinion of the Editorial
Board.)

an
Ad
Hoc
Consequently,
Committee will be set up this
semester, consisting of three
students and three faculty, to
investigate the situation and make
a recommendation to the Faculty
After
Committee.
By-Laws
consideration, the latter will bring
the recommendation before the
Faculty Association, who will
then vote on the matter.
Until that decisionis made, the
opportunity is available for acting
Dean Voorhies to ask the Senate
to fill the student position on a
temporary basis without regard to
the regulations.
Despite the conflicts of last
year, both the students and the
faculty seem optimistic about
their ability to work together for
future changes in curriculum, that
the curriculum will be changed
also seems assured. Rita Kelleher,
chairman of the Curriculum
Committee, is speaking about the
present program said that it
probably wouldn't remain for
more than a year. She pointed out
that changes could be made in
methods of teaching present
courses. *
Besides
curriculum
questionaire
involvement,
a
designed and distributed by
students evaluates faculty facing
possible tenure and promotions.
Maureen Morrissey, chairman of
the student Promotions and
Tenure Committee, described the
effectiveness of the questionaire
by saying, "I really believe that
they (faculty) strongly consider
student opinion
some haven't
got used to the idea of students
passing judgement, but most
appreciate sutdent opinion." Dean
Voorhies praised the methodology
of the student-run poll and said,
"it's a very important part of the
whole
promotions
procedure
(it) carries quite a
bit of weight and is important to
anyone in terms of promotion."
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Dissent. Individual
or
which
organized
activity
expresses
grievances held
against, or changes desired in,
society or a campus or both.
The activity is carried on
within the limits of the
democratic
processes
of
freedom of speech, assembly,
and petition. Dissent may be
generalized around more than a
single grievance or remedy and
may have an ideological base.
It often includes proposed
solutions as well as complaints.
Disruption. Activity which
is not protected by the First
which
Amendment
and
interferes with the rights of
others. Whereas dissent relies
on persuasion, disruption is
based
on
coercion
and
sometimes violence. Disruption
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BY PETER BEGANS
A program for a children's day
care center serving the Boston
College community has been
proposed by PULSE. The center
would be run by a paid director
and a staff consisting of parents,
student volunteers, and paid
The
professionals.
proposed
service would be available to all
people connected with Boston
students,
College,
including
teachers, and staff. An advisory
committee made up of students
Regina Ryan, Patrick Byrne,
Peggy Holland, and Liz Reilly is
currently working with parents to
overcome
organizational
difficulties. Once the center is

.

rapport.

On February 23, 1967, Ray
Mungo and seven members of his
editorial board signed an open
letter to Congress demanding the
impeachment of Lyndon Johnson
as President of the United States,
because
"of
his
"illegal"
perpetuation of an undeclared war
in Vietnam.
reprecussions
The
were
voluminous. University President
Harold Case wrote an immediate
apology to Congress for the
"unrealistic immaturity" of the
students.
The
Boston
it,
Re cord-American
called
"conduct bordering on treason."
Time Magazine reported the

operating, the parents will be
solely in charge of the operation.
The tentative hours for the center
are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
PULSE
would
Although
contribute some of the funds for
the center, most of the $20,000
to $40,000 a year needed for the
project would come from tuition
and government and foundation
grants. One proposal put before
the committee is that the cost per
child be based on the income of
the parents. A meeting is
scheduled for 1:00 p.m. Saturday,
October 16th, in Higgins 307 to
discuss plans for the center.
Babysitting
services will be
provided for all parents attending.
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event.

After that the rift was
unbridgable. In fact, in the same
issue, the News proposed to
become independent.
Almost a year later, on
February 8, 1968 a student
publishing board was formed and
a $50,000 university grant was
received. Similarly to the case of
The Heights, no formal contract
was signed, only a verbal
agreement was reached. However,
as Undergraduate Government of
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may take two broad forms
which differ in their severity
and in the actions and penalties
appropriate to dealing with
them.
1 Coercion. Interference
with the normal activities of
other persons and groups on
the campus, but stopping short
of violence. Persons are
prevented from what they
normally are able to do, or are
forced against their will to do
what they do not want to do
and should not do. Examples
include interference with a
to
person's right
speak,
obstructive picketing, and
obstructive sit-ins.
2. Violence. Behavior
which willfully inflicts or
seriously threatens to inflict
physical injury on individuals,
or damage to property, or
include
Examples
both.
beatings, rock throwing, and
destruction of buildings. A
severe form of violence is
terrorism?planned, deliberate
acts of violence by clandestine
groups.
Examples include
bombings and arson.

Daycare center planned

SEATSIATBOXOFFICE
NOW

a few miles down the street, the
Boston University News, has had a
recent history of clashes with the
administrationof its school.
The BU News for 55 years, and
now The News, Inc., was also
evicted from
its on-campus
offices, though not in the forcible
manner The Heights was. Also,
like The Heights, the eviction
notice did not come suddenly, but
rather was the culmination of
many confrontations:
In 1966, a young man named
Ray Mungo emerged from the
lower echelons of the BU News
editorial board to become its
editor-in-chief. Resembling an
anemic Clark Kent, Mungo, who
almost always sported a jacket
and tic, revolutionized the campus
paper.
Mungo was a radical ahead of
his time. In a series of hard-hitting
controversial articles Mungo and
his staff transformed The News
from
an
administration
nation-wide
yes-periodical to
attention and what came to be
as
a
regarded
university
embarrassment.
During his one-year tenure
from spring, 1966, to spring,
1967, Mungo and his colleagues
conducted crusades against the
draft, the war in Vietnam, and a
large campaign against ROTC for
academic credit. Also under
Mungo The News took an active
Baird
pro-Bill
stand
and
vigorously
supported
the
legalizationof abortion.
All of these stands produced
minor sensations within the
administration, but it remained
for one block-buster to totally
sever any News-Administration
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Boston College President Tim
Anderson has recently asserted,
the newspaper is a student-run
activity and deserves space on
campus. The News remained in
the student union.
Skirmishes broke out again in
November, 1968, and January,
1969. The publication of a
photograph of a nude man and
woman together (which Dean of
Students Staton Curtis labeled,
"Left-wing smut."), and a story

headlined,

"BU's Investments:

How This University Profits Off
Vietnam and Racism" rekindled
animosity.
A stalemate situation prevailed.
The News coasted along with its
$50,000, and its offices on BU
property. On the other side, the
administration withheld further
funding and incorporation papers.
The News mismanaged itself
amost
existence,
out
of
squandering the entire $50,000
grant, and found itself virtually
bankrupt by 1970. A written
agreement was finally signed,
whereby The News became the
News, Inc., vacated university
property (but not before being
assessed two years back rent) and
received $10,000.
Today, The News is an
student-run
independent
with
a
newspaper
weekly
circulation of 15,000. It remains
the number one newspaper at
University,
despite
Boston
administration
attempted
repression
and
increased
competition.
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TO
EUROPE
$

165

round-trip jet from New York
For only $165* round trip,
Icelandic Airlines jets you from
New York to Luxembourg in the
heart of Europe for best connections to everywhere. Effective for
youths aged 12 thru j>9. Book
within 30 days of departure.
Also, check our Youth Fares to
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, England and Scotland. Major credit
cards accepted. See your travel
agent! Mail coupon!
*Add $10 one way for departures
within ten days before and after
Christmas and Easter and during summer season. Fares and
conditions subject to change.
To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Aye., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585
Send folder CN on Lowest Youth
Fares to Europe \u25a1
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Cross country opens season
Depth presents a problem
have a tremendously wholesome
attitude toward work and if work
will accomplish the job then I am
confident we will perform
remarkably well."
The coaches have reason to be
enthusiastic. The credentials of
the remainder of the team are
quite impressive: junior Jack
MacDonald is a proven miler and
half-miler, sophomores Jim Melly
and Bob Cooney are returning
after having had a great spring last
year, sophomore John Desmond
during his schoolboy career at
Boston
was
College
High
instrumental in capturing
numerous state titles, and finally
freshman Austin Boyle of Chicago
is the holder of many state
records.
In competition thus far, a
tri-meet against Tufts and Boston
University, the Eagles narrowly
missed victory, losing to Tufts
twenty-seven to twenty-eight with
Boston University trailing at sixty.
It should be noted here though
that Charlie Diehl was unable to
participate in this meet due to a
leg injury. Charlie's presence was
sorely missed.
Summarizing the season the
coach predicted, "If we can stay
away from injuries and keep
otherwise healthy then I firmly
believe we are in for an excellent

season."

Ray Ripman holds as John Kline (82) boots record-breaking 52-yarder
for 3 big ones. Dan Natchek photo.

B.C. Football Statistics

This Week's Sports
Football-Oct. 16 at Texas Tech

Cross Country-Oct. 12 at MIT and Oct. 16 vs. UMass
Soccer-Oct. 1 2 vs. Assumption and Oct. 16 at Tufts
Tennis? Oct. 16 at Brandeis
Golf-Oct. 13 vs. MIT and BenTley
Rugby?Oct. 16 at Holy Cross

-

Soccer team rebounds after two losses
BYRUSH
SEAN
After their first two very
disappointing shutout losses to
UMass and Pratt Institute of New
York, the Eagle soccer team
rebounded with a hard-fought
5?4 double overtime win over
Holy Cross last Wednesday. After
taking a 2-0 lead in the first
quarter, BC let up slightly and the
result was four straight Holy Cross
goals.
only
With
15
minutes
remaining in the game forward
Charles Mundhenk scored his
third goal of the day on a
disputed penalty shot to bring the
Eagles within one. BC kept
hustling and finally evened the
contest on a head goal by
halfback Franco "The Hunter"
Russo, following a beautiful
corner kick by Babe Brennan with
only five minutes left.
Both teams struggled through a
fairly even first overtime although
the Eagles missed two good
opportunities. Midway through
the final overtime another great
corner kick off the Babe's foot
went to hustling senior Buzz
Barnett, who booted the ball into
the net in a goal crease scramble.
Soccer overtime is not sudden
death, however, so BC had to rely
on its devastating defenst to
prevent the Crusaders from tying
the game. This was done and BC
came out on top 5?4, in a game
which is now considered as one of
the greatest ever at Boston
College.
The
contest
was played
predominantly in a heavy rain; as
a
consequence footing was
treacherous and the ball took
skidding bounces. The rain didn't
stop the BC offense from finally
after
a
emerging,
though,
horrendous showing in the initial
two games. Passing and ball
EDDIEWEEDON
AND

re

Total First Downs
First Downs Rushing
First Downs Passing
First Downs Penalty
Total Offense
Average Per Game
Yardage Rushing

Fumbles/Lost

Yardage Passing
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Intercepted By
Interception Returns/Yards

BC

OPP.

96

60
25
31
4
1230
246
577

58
35
3
1690
338
1069

15/11

15/8

621
109

657
140
70

49
11

112

9
97

(Continued from page 16)
prepared for a soccer game (no
goal nets) and one said, "I
wouldn't let my kids play on that
field." The referees would not
declare the game a forfeit but
would only suspend it, to be
completed at a later date.
However, the HC coach wouldn't
agree because of his team's heavy
schedule.
Meanwhile Lang and the BC
co-captains went up to Flynn's
office in an attempt to persuade
Flynn to reverse his decision. But
Flynn said no. For the second
time
within
the
extended
one-hour half time intermission
Lang went up to see Flynn, who
finally consented to finishing the
game on Shea Field.
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APO Service Fraternity is holding
Rush Week all this week. Open to
all undergraduate make students. If
interested
droo by
hu McElroy
MrFirnv 118.
lis
interesteq, drop
Pamela
Brown

Henneley

transcend

Baron Corvo.

made a mere 3 saves while Rocket
to stop 17 shots
for BC. Another ten Redmen
shots went wide.
UMass' brilliant execution tired
the Eagles early, and the BC
offense suffered as a result. The
passing game collapsed and the
Eagle forwards were unable to
penetrate the UMass fullback wall.
A dazed crowd of 300 watched at
Amherst as the only time BC
could sustain any attack was in
the second period.
Turnovers, along with UMass'
superior speed, skill, and stamina,
were what killed the Eagles. The
game had been preceded by a
couple of perfunctory practices,
possibly indicating some
complacency after a
great
preseason by BC.
Coach Lang buckled down
after the loss and ran the team
through two lung-bursting
practices. As a result Pratt
Institute came to Alumni Stadium
and shut out BC 4-0. This was
the soccer team's first game on
the Polyturf, and they battled
Pratt to a 0-0 standoff at the half
before a sizeable home crowd.
Freshman Writer DElia was a
late choice as goalie as Rocket
Rush had a leg injury and Bo
Saletnik was still not recovered
from
a knee injury. DElia came
Fraser.
Good bench support was through with 18 stops, however,
provided by Mark O'Brien, Bl including one crowd-pleasing save
Saletnik,
Bob Strybos, Tom on a breakaway. Pratt's superior
Williams, and Mark McGuire. The passing and shooting-BC was
Cat was unable to make the game outshot 33-13-were manifested
in the second half, however.
because of a class.
In the first game of the season
BC meets Assumption at home
against UMass, always one of New
England's top soccer teams, this afternoon in what should be a
blanked BC for the fourth year in romp for the Eagles. Vengeanceis
a row, this time by a 3?o score. sought after the 3-2 loss last year
The evenness of the game is in which BC outshot Assumption
statistics, 35-12. Then the team will meet a
reflected
in
the
compiled by BC data analyst tough Tufts squad on Saturday in
Richard Bacon. The UMass goalie Medford.
Peters, patches, bumper stickers,
incense, pipes & clips. Send for free
catalog. INTERPLANETARY, P.O.
Box
1338-C, Sausolito, Calif.
94965
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control were much improved, and
Eagles' greater stamina
the
became evident in the final
quarter. The biggest reason for the
team's first win of the season was
the fact that the team finally
jelled as a whole.
Despite the high score, BC's
defense played a superb game
Halfbacks Chris Martin and Buzz
Barnett were always back on
defense when needed aM set up
numerous offensive plays.
Outstanding at fullback were
center fullback Whirlpool
Weedon, sweeper Chub Mansfield,
and outside backs Bob Priestley
and John Pfeiffer. Sophomore
Priestley
played
his
usual
aggressive game until ejected in
the fourth quarter for fighting.
The game was also spiced by an
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty
to Weedon in the final period.
"Sleazy Writer" DElia played
another good game in goal as he
made several outstanding saves,
including one on a point-blank
penalty shot. Other standouts
included forwards Reds
Chavannes, Tom Groden, and
Nick "Double Fault" Florescu,
who nicely complemented
Mundhenk's hustling play. They
were capably relieved at times by
rookies Terry McArthy and Billy

and Joanne
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nas °P ened a new supermarket in
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classified of 10/4 seeking Swedish
ye"m Modular maid yes, Swedish
birth certificate is required (or
s|eep ng
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arrangements will
vary.
Fringe
benefits: indeed. Heights Box Z-40
waiting.
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wiM the person who removed my
red Volkswagen from the Baost
Library
It I'm
Nancy
INancV-

confused
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CAMPUS REPS
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Rush was forced

ar^apleasereturn

nwmi «\u25a1\u25a0 <r
2-> single rooms or 1
AVAILABLE:
double, bath, third floor, Beacon

MBTA;

$15 weekly

(each), call

731-5677.

PERSONAL: Judi: I'm all that you
wanted me to be; please come back.

SEEKING: The complete works of
Sir Richard Blackmoore; Dublin
Edition 1803; in any condition;
money
object.
no
O'Connell
Annex, Km. n.
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Balding Junior English
major for part in film. Must read
Harpers and listen to country

WANTED:

T,

M
muslc

Alan
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BY MARTY FOSTER
As sure as fall arrives, so
commences another season of
cross country at Boston College.
The overall outlook for this year's
squad is indeed a promising one in
spite of a few minor flaws.
The most visible barrier to be
overcome by the team is a
precarious lack of depth caused
by the graduation of several
lettermen. However, that does not
mean this team is without talent
or potential. On the contrary,
members with amazingability and
notable accomplishments to their
credit such as a senior Charlie
Diehl, holder of the Boston
College record in the mile
(4:06.4), senior Richard
Mahoney, the New England
Champion in the Three-mile event
(14:07), and senior Jim Zabel,
runner-up in the New England
Championship six-mile event, all
provide the foundation upon
which a truely outstanding team
could be established.
The problem lies in the fact
that in cross country races, the
first five finishers score the points.
Therefore, the coach must
develop, at the minimum, two or
three more quality runners in
order to have a balanced attack.
Coach Bill Gilligan and his
assistant, Coach Meagher, are
cheerfully optimistic. According
to Coach Gilligan, "these boys

Soccer

Coming next week in this space: A
dirty Story by Fred
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Eagles' defense holds Villanova, BC wins 23?7
BY HENRY WALDRON
"We palyed a fine team, a big,
physical team, with good backs
and a great defense. We tried to
establish a running game to back
up our passing game, but the
defense took a lot of things away
from us. they were tight up the
middle and had an impressive pass
defense." Villanova coach Lou
Ferry gave an accurate summation
of Saturday's game as Boston
College outfought the Wildcats
and won their fourth game in a
row by the score of 23-7 before a
crowd of 20,616 at Alumni
Stadium.
The biggest plus for BC
football this year has been the
defense, and the Villanova game
was no exception. Kevin Clemente
(7 tackles, 4 assists) and Jeff
Yeates (6 tackles, 5 assists) led the
"Big D" which allowed the
Wildcats only 74 yards rushing
(?lO in the second half) and 132
yards passing. Only twice did
Villanova penetrate the BC 30,
and one of those was their only
score, a 39 yard TD run by Daryl
Woodring, their quarterback.
While BC's defense bottled up
Villanova's offense, the Eagle
offense was marching through
Villanova's defense. BC picked up
411 yards total offense as they
drove for three TD's and a field
goal. 338 yards were gained on
the ground, due largely to the
game's Most Valuable Player, Tom
Bougus. Bougus, who "runs tough
and cuts well", plowed through
the Wildcat line 32 time for 215
yards and 1 TD. He ran inside and
picked up yardage. He ran outside
and picked up yardage. No one
could stop him. Credit is also due
to the rest of the offensive squad.
The front line opened huge gaps
for the backs to run through.
They also did a great job of
protecting
quarterback
Ray
Rippman, who completed six
passes for 67 yards and a

touchdown.
In the game itself, BC took an
early lead by scoring on their first
drive. The drive went 82 yards in
8 plays and included a 30 yard
run by Bougus. Ed Rideout went
in from the one for the score and
Larry Berridge kicked the extra
point to put BC ahead 7-0. BC's
next drive brought them to VU's
34 and John Kline kicked a field
goal from the villanova 42. The 52
yard field goal beat the old record
of 51 yards set by Kline, and put
BC ahead 10-7.
After the kickoff was downed
for a touchback, Villanova started
their only scoring drive. In 6 plays
they drove 80 yards, the socring
play being Woodring's 39 yard
run. Drew Gordon kicked the
extra point and the score stood
10-7, with BC leading. The Eagles
got the ball and the first quarter
ended.
In the second quarter neither
team could get a working attack
together, and at the half the score
was still 10-7, with BC ahead.
The third quarter opened with
BC receiving the ball. They were
forced to punt it and Vu took
over on their own 15. On the
sixth play VU fumbled and Al
Dhembe recovered it on the VU
29. 6 plays later, on a fake field
goal attempt, Rippman threw to
Bill Thomas for a TD. Again
Berridge kicked the extra point
and the score was BC 17, VU 7.
The other scoring play by BC
was in the fourth quarter when
BC was in the fourth quarter
when Bougus capped a 65 yard
drive with a 7 yard run on a
pitchout from Rippman. Final
score
Boston
College
23,
Villanova 7.
Next week Eagles Coach Joe
Yukica and his crew have their
work cut out as they take on
Texas Tech of the tough

Southwest Conference.

Krevis (72) looks tough as Bill Thomas roars into end zone for second BC TD. Photo by Dan Natchek

Soccer clashes with Flynn over field
Last Wednesday's soccer game
between Boston College and Holy
Cross was originally scheduled as a
night game on the Polyturf of
Alumni Stadium. However, lights
had not yet been installed, so the
game had to be played in the
afternoon. BC coach Gyorgy Lang
tried to arrange the game to start
at 1:30 pm in Alumni Stadium, so
that football practice would not
be inconvenienced. However the
Holy Cross team couldn't play
until 3:30. So BC Athletic
Director William Flynn allowed
the game to be played on the
football practice field
(Commander Shea Field).
The portable soccer goals were

moved from the Polyturf to Shea quarter, with the score 2-2,
and lines were marked on the field Flynn came down to the field and
in preparation for the game. Then, informed Lang that the second
when the weather forecast was half would have to be played on
possible rain on the game, Flynn the old soccer field. His reason
told Coach Lang that if it was was possible severe damage to the
raining at game time the contest turf, because of cleats tearing up
would have to be played on the the wet field.
old soccer field, which was in
Lang reluctantly agreed, but
worse shape than Shea.
the Holy Cross Coach David
At 3:30 pm on October 6 it
Barnicle and players of both
was not raining, so the soccer teams refused to finish the game
game began on Shea Field under on the old field because of poor
cloudy skies. Shortly after the playing conditions. While the
start of the game a heavy rain referees wouldn't commit
began, continuing through most themselves to declaring the field
of the first half and making the unsuitable for play, they decided
field quite soggy.
that the field was inadequately
Midway through the second (Continued on page 15)

Snooks to call it quits after this season
BY RICK SHEPHERD
John A. "Snooks"

reporting. Each candidate will be
man whose name has become judged by a panel of former
synonymous with hockey at players of BC and Coach Kelley
to 5 or 6 factors on a
Boston College for the past 39 according
scale
1
of
to 5. Candidates will be
years, has announced that the
broken
down
into
teams
upcoming season will be his last as
designated by color, with each
Head Coach.
playing every other twice.
Coach
Kelley,
who has team
From this system, Kelley will
established a 487-226-1 5 won-lost
record since assuming the job in select his final team of 20 players,
1932, made the revelation in an noting that in the end result he is
interview last Wednesday. When looking not only for talent but
asked about retirement plans, he "... a kid who will go through a
simply said "I have made up my stone wall for BC."
Kelley also discussed the new
mind that this is my last year."
NCAA
ruling which allows
Citing the pressures and demands
freshmen
to play on the varsity
job
of the
that he has handled for
so many seasons, the 64 year old level. Snooks commented, "The
Coach stated "the way college rule as such I detest. Mr. Flynn
hockey is today I think that it detests it, and anybody who is
would be in the best interests of interested in the development of
our American youth should detest
BC if I stepped down."
Kelley's record is the best in it." He fears that the new ruling
collegiate hockey, including eight ". opens up for recruiting 100%
New England Championships, from across the border," but his
that a
nine invitations to the NCAA biggest objection is ".
student
should
enter
and
college
tournaments, twice finalist in the
get his feet on the ground
NCAA's, and in 1949 the NCAA
national championship. He is now academically and athletically with
special Assistant to Athletic his contemporaries."
He outlined two roads by
Director William Flynn, but
makes no projections on his which BC plans to handle the
problem. Either the system of the
future plans.
Kelley will begin tryouts for past will remain (all freshmen
his last team on Oct. 11, with playing on a freshman team), or in
approximately
100 candidates addition to the varsity will be
Kelley, a

. .

established a varsity "B" team.
This "B" team would play the
existing freshmen schedule, but
would not be limited to freshmen
players. The players of this team
could be brought up to play for
the varsity in case of injuries,
academic deficiencies, or a player
on the varsity who was not
playing up to expectations. The
decision is expected to be made
by Athletic Director Flynn within
the "next week or two."
Kelley stated that although last
season represented his first losing
campaign since
195 7-58, he
"never had a happier year." He
needs only 1 3 more wins to reach
the 500 win mark, but would
rather it was said that "BC needs
only 13 more to make 500 in my
coaching career. Maybe that
sounds trite or corny," he
continued, "but that's the way I
feel."
The team opens its season on
November 24 this year in the
Minnesota Tournament, starting a
demanding 29 game schedule.
Only reserve goalie Jim Barton,
center Don Callow, and
Defenseman and Captain John
Powers have graduated from last
year's team, giving Snooks a
nucleus of 18 lettermen with
which to work.
The Snooker gleefully contemplates his proposed 'final season.

